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Paper IV: English Language 

BLOCK 1- INTRODUCTION 

 

In this block we propose to acquaint you with the structure, variety and function of 

language. Language is the most powerful means of communication. The fact is that our 

civilization has progressed and spread by means of language. It is the only means for the 

expression of our ideas, simple and complex .In block II we shall learn the structure of 

English language, an international language, which has now become the most important 

language of pure sciences and social sciences and which, in India, is the only medium of 

instruction in medical and technical institutes. 

 Block 1  is divided into two units . The first unit will introduce you to the characteristics, 

properties and function of language in the first section and its types and varieties in the 

second section .In the second unit you will learn about (a) the development of language in 

general and of English language in particular (b) the process of language change and (c) 

word formation. 

Now we shall come to each unit in detail.     
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UNIT I: Language 

Overview 

 This unit is divided into two parts: (a) and (b). The first part focuses on the 

definition, characteristics, the key properties and various functions of language in general. 

The second part (b) discusses the kinds/varieties of language, namely standard language, 

dialect, idiolect, pidgin, creole, and register. 

Structure of Unit I a 

1.a.0  Objectives 

I.a. 1  Introduction 

I a.2  Definition and Characteristics of Language 

I a.3  Key Properties of Language 

I a.4.0  Functions of Language 

I a.4. 1 Referential 

I a. 4. 2 Emotive 

I a.4.3  Conative 

I a.4.4  Poetic 

I a.4.5  Phatic 

I a.4.6  Metalingual 

I a.5.0  Summary 

I a.5.1  Questions 

I a.5.2  Suggested Readings 

 

1.a.0  Objectives 
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The objective of these units is to introduce you to the nature, structure and function of 

language as described by modern linguistics. In the past people had a vague idea of 

language and thought it could be learnt effortlessly. There was no problem so far the 

learning of the mother language was concerned. The problem arose when one speech 

community came in contact with another speech community and found that there were 

many differences between their language and the language of the other. A scientific study 

then began of different languages. This study was called ‗philology‘ in the past and now it 

is ‗historical and comparative linguistics‘. 

At the end of study of this unit, you will be able to 

i. define language scientifically. 

ii. enumerate and explain its characteristics. 

iii. explain its key properties with illustrations. 

iv. distinguish it from other means of communication 

v. illustrate its functions in human life. 

vi. make distinction between different types of language. 

vii. make distinction between varieties (register)  in a language on the basis of their 

linguistic features. 

viii. use the common technical terms used in modern grammar books and books on 

linguistics. 

1.a. 1    INTRODUCTION 

Language, like air and water, is so common in our life that we seldom care to define it. Ask 

a man in the street questions like, ―What is language? Why do the people of one region 

speak differently from the people of another region?‖Why do the people of UP speak 

English in one way and of Tamil Nadu in another way?‖ He will simply fumble or give a 
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very pedestrian answer. But a linguist would answer these questions scientifically. If 

he/she gives a satisfactory answer, the reason is that he/she has studied it systematically. 

What is ‗linguistics‘ ? The best answer is that is a scientific study of language. In the past it 

was termed ‗ philology‘ and before that ‗grammar‘. Ancient scholars studied their own 

language and described the conventions of word formation and sentence construction 

scientifically. They also laid emphasis on the articulation of the sounds of sounds of their 

languages. Thus grammar, in the beginning. was a systematic study of the sound system, 

etymology and syntax of a language. 

It was all good so far as one language was concerned. But when people speaking one 

language came in contact with people speaking a different language ,they began to 

compare their own system of language with that of another. The similarities and 

differences made them think of their root. Nationalism made them declare their own 

language older and hence the root. True scholars thought in a different way. The European 

scholars decided that Greek and Latin were the oldest languages and all European 

languages stemmed from them. 

But this view of language family soon got a setback when a brilliant English officer, 

William Jones, came to India. After Studying Sanskrit in Varanasi and becoming a good 

Sanskrit scholar, he began to compare the morphology and syntax of Sanskrit with those of 

Greek and Latin, He found a great similarity among the three. He also studied  the 

grammar of Persian and found that the Old Iranian was very much similar to Sanskrit. His 

conclusion was that Sanskrit ,Old Iranian, European, Greek and Latin had stemmed from a 

more ancient language which we now know as Indo-European. Later on, the Slavic 

languages were included in the list. This comparative study of languages is now called 

Philology or Historical and Comparative Linguistics. 
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Ferdinand de Saussure, the great Swiss linguist , made distinction between historical 

linguistics and descriptive linguistics . He called former diachrony and the latter 

synchrony, Diachrony is the study of language from historical point of view, that is, 

development of language from the beginning to the present time. Synchrony is the study of 

language at a given point of time. Of the  two, synchrony  (descriptive linguistics)is more 

important as the edifice of historical linguistics (diachrony) is built  on the findings of 

descriptive linguistics (synchrony). 

De Saussure‗s second contribution is the distinction between langue (the system or 

grammar of language)and  parole (speech act). He said that a linguist should study the 

langue as it is finite and not the parole which is infinite . Modern linguistics  is based upon 

De Saussure‘s teachings and Course on General Linguistics compiled by his disciples and 

posthumously published in 1916. 

1.a. 2   Definition and Characteristics of Language  

We read in the Introduction that linguistics is a scientific study of language . 

Linguists have defined language thus: 

(a)Language is a purely human non- instinctive method of communicating ideas, 

emotions  and desires by means of voluntarily produced symbols. (Edward Sapier). 

(b)A Language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of which a social 

group cooperates. (B. Block and G- Trager). 

(c) Language is a system of  arbitrary vocal symbols used for human communication 

(R. Wardhaugh). 

(d)A language is a symbol system … based on pure or arbitrary 

convention….infinitely extendable and modifiable… to the changing needs and 

conditions of the speakers.(R.H. Robins). 
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(d)Language [is a]system of conventional spoken or written symbols used by people 

in a shared culture  to communicate with  each other (Britannica Ready Reference 

Encyclopedia) 

All these definitions taken together refer to certain characteristics which can be 

summarized as under: 

i- Language is a means of communication. 

ii- It is a structured system of vocal or written symbols. 

iii- Its  conventions are arbitrary. 

iv- It is a part of culture. 

Characteristics  of Language 

i. Language is a means of communication 

 

To communicate means to ―share or exchange information or ideas‖. We can 

convey our emotions, desires or ideas through signs or gestures. But it is only 

by means of language that we can convey or receive information and ideas 

fully and comprehensively. In fact, language is the most powerful means of 

communication . light signals and symbols on road convey ideas but they are 

to be interpreted in language. The green signal on a crossing means ―go on 

driving ―and the red one asks us to ―stop‖ We express not only our emotion 

and feeling but also the most complex and abstract ideas which otherwise 

cannot be expressed. So powerful is the impact of words that it can inspire us 

to act with full force or roll us to sleep. Great revolution was made by means 

of literature which is the highest form of language. 

 

ii. Language is a structured system of vocal or written symbols. 

It means that language is a structure and it functions under a system. Its structure consists 

of phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases, clauses and sentences which are called it basic 

components. If anyone of the component is removed, the structure will change. Secondly, 
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these components are structured under a system. The phoneme is the smallest unit of the 

structure and the sentence its largest part. The relationship between them is hierarchical: 

the sentence is at the top and phoneme at the bottom and the rest comes in the middle. The 

phonemes stand in contrast with one another. The phoneme m is different from n or b . 

Similarly the combination of phonemes   is made under the system of the language. We can 

begin a word with tr but not with rt in English. Likewise, the sentence ―He wishes to go 

home‖ is acceptable but ―he wishes go to home ―is not acceptable as it violates the system. 

Language uses symbols, vocal or written. Basically, language is speech and the written 

symbols are a means to record them for future use. There is a wrong notion among people 

that only the written form is language. The facts go against this idea. We use language 

while delivering a speech in public, talk to friends on phone ,gossip in a party and converse 

with people in a train . In all these cases we seldom write a word ,we make use of vocal 

symbols all the time .Let us remember that the Vedas were carried on from generation to 

generation to generation to generation orally in ancient times. 

iii. the conventions of language are arbitrary 

We have already read in this unit that  the structure of language is hierarchical. In the 

hierarchy of English language the most important units are phoneme, word and sentence 

There are numerous speech sounds but a language recognizes a few from the set. For 

example, English recognizes altogether forty-four speech sounds, twenty four consonants 

and twenty vowels and ignores the rest. The selection of speech sounds (phonemes) is 

arbitrary Similarly, the organization of speech sounds (phonemes) into words is arbitrary. 

It is a matter of convention, not of logic. For example Marathi and Rajasthani have many 

words beginning with mh, but Hindi does not allow this combination of m and h in the 

word -initial position. Now words are to be organized into sentences is a matter of 

convention. In English, a declarative sentence has the structure subject + verbal+object, but 
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it is subject + object+ verbal in Hindi. We cannot explain why should the verbal come 

immediately after the subject in English? We cannot give a logic for it. Secondly, there is 

no logical relationship between word and meaning, the symbol and the concept. The 

relationship between the word cat and the concept is arbitrary. 

iv. It is human 

Language is the special property of human beings. There is no other creature on this earth 

who possesses this gift. Earlier, it was believed that birds and animals had their own 

language and since they moved freely, they knew many things which human beings did 

not. Folk-tales confirmed this belief. Now it has proved false. Researches in ornithology 

and zoology have exploded the myth of animal and bird languages. Language is the special 

faculty of man, which he developed during the hunting stage and is still developing 

v. It is a product of culture 

There are two meanings of ―culture‖. The usual and popular meaning is that culture is the 

sum total of knowledge of fine arts, good manners and obedience to social norms. C.E.M. 

Joad made distinction between culture and civilization in his famous book The Story of 

Civilization and wrote that civilization is culture plus science and technology. Now we 

mean by culture the living pattern of a social group; it constitutes a group‘s customs, 

beliefs, religion, language and social behaviour. 

Language is a product of culture when we accept the second meaning. A word in a 

language represents the culture it belongs to. The word ―kiss‖ in the sentence ―He kissed 

her‖ has no pejorative  implication in European languages as it is quite common to kiss a 

friend in Europe . In Mauritius, even the Indian community observed the custom of kissing  

a guest, male or female . When we read a novel of a foreign country, we must know its 

culture otherwise we may not be able to understand the text and appreciate it. 
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1.a.3   Key Properties of Language   

C.F. Hockett , one of the leading linguists of the USA, enumerated seven important 

properties of language . Some of these properties occur in bee dance or animal call but 

never occur as a whole set in any known non-human communicative system . They are :  

i. Duality   

ii. Productivity/ Creativity 

iii. Arbitrariness 

iv. Interchangeability 

v. Displacement 

vi. Cultural Transmission  

vii. Specialization 

1. a. 3. 1 Duality  

You have already read in this Unit that the three most important components in the 

structure of  language are phoneme , word and sentence . According to Hockett , 

language operates mainly on two levels : phonological and grammatical . In every 

language  phonemes are arranged in a special way . If one system of arranging the 

speech sound is not followed , the native speakers would consider the 

unsystematically arranged speech sounds meaningless or foreign. The word 

―mistake‖ is a meaningful word in English but the Hindi word  anukampa  is foreign 

to an Englishman . In other words, it is the system of  organization of sounds 

(phonology)  that distinguishes one language from the other. 

In the grammatical system , words are organized in a special way to make a 

sentence. In English , an imperative sentence is formed by deleting the subject  you  

of  a declarative sentence. 

Declarative : You read this book . 
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imperative :  Read this book .  

In Hindi, the verb of the declarative sentence is changed: 

Declarative : Tum is kitab ko padhate ho. 

Imperative : Tum is kitab ko padho.  

In most cases, the second person tum is deleted. 

When a sentence is not written or spoken according to the rules of organization of 

words, it is called an incorrect sentence. 

This duality principle enables the language speakers to form infinite number of 

words and sentences and convey uncountable number of messages. Let us 

understand this phenomenon by making the example of electric lamps on a crossing 

of roads . The one level structure of the lampsgreen, amber and redgives us three 

messages only. If we raise the number to fifteen and make it double level to send 

messages by combining lights of different colours, the number will be much more. 

In the same manner , the forty-four phonemes and their combinations in different 

ways help us produce an indefinite number of words. These words very large in 

number , combined in different ways will produce an infinite  number of messages , 

simple, complex and most complex.  

1. a 3. 2         Productivity   

Productivity is closely related to duality of structure . We read in 1.a.3.1 that the 

combination of  phonemes can be made in many ways to make words.  The word 

can be meaningless or meaningful but the speech community will accept only the 

meaningful one. The grammatical words are formed by adding suffix and prefix. The 
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root words are formed at the phonological level and stems at the level of grammar. 

The following words can be derived from the root word nation.  

Nation + al  National (stem) 

National +ise Nationalize (stem) 

National  + ity nationality (stem) 

Nationalize+ationnationlization (stem). 

But productivity is not confined to the combination of phonemes and morphemes only, it 

extends to sentence construction also. Children produce sentences by analogy. After hearing 

the sentence ―you are good‖, they usually produce sentences like ―he is good‖, ―she is 

good‖, ―papa is good‖, ―my dog is good‖. After this comes the stage of the production of 

completely new sentences 

Noam Chomsky and other modern linguists have named this higher form of activity 

creativity. It means that we can produce and generally produce entirely new sentences. 

Poets playwrights, novelists and short-story writers excel in the art of producing novel 

sentences and, so, they are creative writers linguistically. It also means that there cannot be 

a fixed length of a sentence because the elements or component of language recur; we can 

repeat nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and other parts of speech again and again 

to make a sentence long and longer. For example, the sentence, 

―The cat jumped from  the table to catch a rat that was nibbling a piece of bread which I 

had bought from the market near the railway station which is at a distance of two miles 

from my house which is situated on the main road that goes to… 

can be lengthened and lengthened till we are exhausted of words. 

This quality of the recurrence of the linguistic element is called recursiveness. 
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1.a.3.3  Arbitrariness 

This property of language was discussed in 1.a.2. (d) iv; here, it is further elaborated at a 

slightly higher level. You will be able to understand this feature or characteristic of 

language better after going through this elaboration of the topic. 

Ferdinand de Saussure was the first linguist to point out this fact. He used the terms 

signifier and signified. The term signifier means the sounds we produce to refer to some 

idea or concept. The term signified means the idea or concept referred to. The signifier 

―cat‖ is a group of sounds, which refer to the concept of the animal. However, there is no 

logical relation between the vocal symbol (signifier) ―cat‖ and the idea of the animal. In 

other words, the relationship between the two is arbitrary. It is only a convention that a cat 

is called a cat. The American linguists use the terms symbol at the place of signifier. They 

make a distinction between sign and symbol and say that signs are universal but symbols 

are private, being used and understood by the community which uses them. Now the 

problem arises, what is the difference between the poetic symbol and the linguistic 

symbol? The answer to the question is that the linguistic symbol operates at only one level. 

The symbol ―bird‖ refers to the concrete object bird which stands for the abstract idea of 

soul. In ―Lapis Lazuli‖ the ―long-legged bird‖ stands for longevity, an abstract noun.  

It may be said that the relationship between onomatopoeic words and the ideas they refer to 

is not arbitrary. This may be true in a few cases but in most cases the principle of 

arbitrariness holds true. In English , bees hum but not in Hindi, and likewise a stream 

murmurs in English but it a different sound kalkal in Hindi.  

1.a.3.4.  Interchangeability            

This property of language distinguishes it from animal communication. While a 

communication is being made the communicator animal, bird or insectmakes signals 

and the receiver remains alert but inactive. In human beings the roles change. The 
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addresser and the addressee change their roles very often. While conversing or even 

discussing, they very often intercept the other. When people quarrel, they speak only and 

do not listen to others. 

In short, in human communication , the roles change very often , the speaker becomes 

listener and vice-versa. 

 

1.a.3.6  Displacement 

The word ―displace‖ means ―move something away from its original place‖. C.F. Hockett 

uses the word in a technical sense and explains it in the following words; 

―A message is displaced to the extent that the key features in its antecedents and 

consequences are removed from the time and place of transmission.‖ 

The key words in his explanation are ―removed‖, and ―place‖ Let us take the example of an 

important event , say an accident , in man‘s life. The accident took place about two years 

ago. Now he is narrating that accident . The narration is made at a place far away from the 

place of accident and so is the time . It is the property of language to relive the accident 

and the narrator‘s experience by means of words. This is displacement, the accident took 

place about two year ago away place but the listeners are experiencing it now at now at a 

different place. Displacement is that property of language by which some activity can be 

narrated or described irrespective of its time and place. A person who went to the North 

Pole last year can narrate his /her experiences there today. Likewise, it is language that 

helps us recall our childhood in the post or foresee events in near or distant future. 

1.a.3.5    Specialization 

A communication is a series of signals. We can signal by gesture, behaviour or words. I 

want my son to come near me. I can do so by a sign. I can also say, ―come‖, but this is a 
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very simple from of communication. Let us take a complex example. Suppose you go to 

your friend, You see that his shoes are polished, his dress is new ,his bike is well –cleaned 

and he is in a make-up , you will conjecture that he is going to a party . But all these 

signals can be summarized by the words of your friend ―I m ready for a party,‖ This is 

specialization. A numbers of activities that indicate an event can be communicated in a few 

words in no time; besides, other organs are almost at rest, excepting the tongue. 

A specialized activity of an organ means that the other organs are least affected. There are 

many smokers who talk with a cigarette between their lips and the cigar ette may go up and 

down but would not fall . They are expert in this specialized art of smoking. Language is 

also a specialized activity common to all as everybody can do other things while talking . 

Secondly, specialization implies that there is no close relation between language and 

activity. Suppose a young man with a large bag and a book in hand comes to your door. 

You immediately recognize him that he is a salesman from some publishing house and the 

book in his hand is a new book which is recently launched and he has come to you to push 

its sale. Then you are alerted for some activity. Suppose you are in your study room and 

you have not seen him. Your younger brother comes to you and says,‖ ―A salesman is at 

the door‖. These words will alert you as the entire activity of the salesman in sight. 

 In short, specialization is that property of language which enables it with least effort to 

trigger another organism or person to activity.                   

 

1.a.3.7     Cultural transmission  

You may have heard the word ‗gene‘.  It is a unit of heredity. We inherit the  

characteristics of our forefathers through genes . Doctors say that people inherit diseases 

like diabetes, cancer and lung diseases from their parents . This transfer of human 

properties is called genetic transmission . The other kind of transmission is called cultural. 

Cultural transmission is acquired. We have to make efforts to receive it. The transmission 
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of language from parents or family is cultural. All organisms live in groups. A group co- 

operates by a communication system for its existence. In order that an organism should 

participate in the communicative system of its group , the conventions of that system have 

to be built in some way. Genes carry the biological ability to learn . The weaver bird is able 

to build a nest because it has the ability to do so in its genes. Human beings have the ability 

to use language in their genes, but they cannot do so unless they are taught. Every bird has 

the ability to fly but no young bird can fly unless it is taught by its mother. The ability to 

fly is genetic but the actual act of flying is cultural, You can see in The Animal World on 

television how a bird teaches its young ones to fly or a lioness teaching her cubs the art of 

preying . A child cannot learn language in isolation, it must learn it in a social group. 

Genetic transmission is involuntary. The organism has no control over it. But cultural 

transmission is voluntary. The organism has to acquire culture. However, without the 

genetic mechanism, cultural mechanism cannot function. The human tongue is quite 

different from the tongues of other creatures and it took thousands of years to develop it to 

the present from .It took more time for the brain to develop to its present size. 

Language is both species specific and species uniform. It means that language is specific to 

the human species. Other animals do not possess language . Species uniform means that all 

human beings are able to learn language.  

There is a part in the human brain which enables  people to learn language but if a person 

does not learn a language till the age of twelve that part becomes non –functional and after 

that he/she cannot learn language . Ramu, the wolf boy, came to the human society at the 

age of thirteen. He could not learn any language. His faculty of language had stopped 

functioning. 

The other important aspect of cultural transmission is that we learn only that language 

which is taught to us or to which we are exposed. we learn Hindi in U.P.or M.P because it 
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is taught to us or we are constantly exposed to it. If a child of Hindi speaking parents is 

adopted by German parents it will learn the German language and will have no knowledge 

of Hindi at all. There is the need to make a conscious effort to learn language and teach it 

too. 

1. a. 4  Functions of language 

 

After studying the previous section, you must be in a position to explain systematically the 

nature, characteristics and key properties of language. In this  section we shall study the 

important functions of language in our life. Language is, we read, the most powerful means 

of communication and the chief carrier of civilization. The knowledge of the past has been 

handed down to us through language and we are also passing it over to the next generation 

by means of it. 

There is a wrong notion among the people that only the written form is language and the 

spoken form is dependent on it. The fact is that speech is primary and written form is 

secondary. In every society a writing system was developed to record the important speech 

acts, With the spoken form is associated the speaker‘s body movement, gesture and 

posture. Ferdinand de Saussure brought it under the purview of semiology and modern 

linguists have named this kind of studyof language ‗semiotics‘. The sign language, now a 

days, is called body language. A speaker‘s speech in cold print is not so effective as is 

her/his  speech before an audience. In this section we shall include body language within 

the ambit of language and discuss the six functions as enumerated and discussed by the 

Russian linguist Roman Jacobson. Jakobson along with the French anthropologist  Claude 

Levi-Strauss is the proponent of structuralism. In his famous paper first delivered as a 

―closing statement‖ to a conference on ―Style in Language‖ held at Indiana University, 

1958, he defined six functions of language. 

A verbal communication is between the speaker and the listener. The role may change and 

the speaker is the listener and the listener is the speaker. But in both cases communication 

flows from the speaker. People speak in a context and convey what we call content or 

message. The speak in a language which is called code and for communication there must 

be a physical channel and psychological connection between the speaker (addresser)and 

the listener (addressee). 
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The entire process of speaking and listening can be diagrammed thus:  

 

 

Context 

Message 

Addresser.................................Addressee 

Contact   

  Code 

These six factors determine the six functions of language. This is Jakobson‘s diagram of 

the functions of language. 

Referential 

Emotive Poetic   Conative 

Phatic 

Metalingual 

As Jakobson is a very difficult writer, his ideas are summarized in a simple language for 

you. Here are the six basic functions briefly explained. 

1.a.4.1       Referential 

It is also called denotative and cognitive function. Let us come to the word ―denotative‖. It 

is an adjective derived from the verb ―denote‖ which means ―indicate‖. The word 

―cognitive‖ is adjective of the noun ―cognition‖ which means ―the mental action or process 

of acquiring knowledge through thought experience and the senses‖. In simple words, 

referential function is that function of language, which enables the listener/reader to 
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understand the language as it is in a particular context. The speaker or writer speaks her/his 

mind and the meaning of the message is determined solely by the context. It is very much 

like abhidha in Hindi/Sanskrit grammar or alankar shastra. Most of our general 

conversation and scientific language function referentially; the speaker/writer simply 

speaks his/her mind and the meaning is determined solely by the context. 

1. a. 4.2. Emotive 

     The second function of langrage is to produce an impression of a certain emotion 

whether true or feigned. The purely emotive stratum in langrage is presented by the 

interjections ―Ah, I‘m ruined‖ or ―wonderful‖ or ―bravo.‖ It differs from the referential 

language both by its sound pattern and its syntactic structure. Wordsworth‘s ―Rainbow‖ 

begins thus: ―My heart leaps up/when I behold/A rainbow in the Sky,‖ and so does 

Shelley‘s ―Ode to a Skylark‖: ―Hail to thee, blithe spirit!/bird thou never wert‖. Mark 

Antony‘s speech after Julius Caesar‘s murder is one of the best illustrations of the emotive 

function of language. 

Jakobson quotes the example of an actor who was able to create forty emotional situations 

by the utterance of only two words segodnya veceron (this evening) speaking them in 

different contexts. Of course, his director was Stalisnslavskij, one of the greats of the 

theatre. 

1 . a. 4. 3. Conative 

     ―Conation‖ means the desire or will to perform an action. The conative function of 

language finds its purest grammatical expression in the vocative and the imperative. It is 

the orientation towards the addressee that determines the conative function. A referential 

statement can be refuted. A person can say that it is true or not true. But when someone 

says to the other, ―forget it ―, we cannot say if is true or false. Also, we can convert 
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declarative sentences into interrogative sentences and vice versa, but we cannot do so with 

imperative sentences and sentences in the vocative case. 

1. a. 4.4. Poetic 

     This should not be confused with the emotive function. It is usual for us to combine 

certain sounds which are phonologically similar for sound effect in our expression and, 

also, to make them pleasant to the ear. Jakobson refers to Sanskrit treatises on astrology 

and medicine which are written in verse but are not poetry (Kavya). We may complete his 

argument with the example of Kadambari and Dashakumaracharitam where words are so 

arranged that we read them like poetry. What is important to note is that language‘s poetic 

function goes beyond the realm of poetry, as we know it. 

Our general tendency is to couple two names in the order that the shorter one comes first. 

We usually say Ram and Sita, Krishna and Radha, Shiva and Parvati. The other common 

feature is the use of alliteration and rhyme in political slogans; ―Inqlab  Jindabad‖, and 

Hamara Neta Kaisa ho,…………………… jaisa ho. 

It is not that only political slogans make use of the poetic device of paronomasia but also 

advertisements on television and radio and hoardings, say for example, ―thanda thanda, 

cool, cool‖. 

 

 

1. a. 4. 5. Phatic 

Phatic communion is the device to establish, prolong, or discontinue communication. The 

words that speakers use are polite, courteous and well-meaning, yet they do not mean 

anything in the context. In English, the general words of greeting are ―good morning‖, 
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―good afternoon‖, and ―good evening‖. ―Good night‖, ―tata‖, ―good bye‖, ―see you again‖ 

are the common expressions used at the time of departure. W.B. Yeats writes in the first 

stanza of ―Easter 1916‖: 

―I have passed with a nod of the head 

Or polite meaningless words 

Or have lingered a while and said 

Polite meaningless words. 

 

The ―polite meaningless words‖ are ―How do you‖? ―Nice meeting; how is the weather?‖ 

and of course the expressions already mentioned. 

When two Assamese meet they usually greet with the word ―ahile‖ (you have come) and 

the other answers ―hai ahilu‖ (Yes I have come) ―apuni keneke‖(How are you?) These are 

surely polite meaningless words to begin a conversation or establish communication. When 

someone while telling a story asks the listeners, ―Are you listening?‖ he simply wants to 

continue the story. The question is asked just to attract the attention of the listeners to 

reinforce their continued attention. Likewise, there are many speakers who begin their 

lectures will the word ―well‖ and occasionally repeat it in the middle People use ritualistic 

words to end a communication. O.K., tata, good bye, see you again are the most common 

among  these. In India people say ―Namaskar‖ at the time of meeting and departure as 

well. 

1 . a. 4. 6. Metalingual 

Modern logic makes distinction between two levels of language- ―object language‖ and 

―metalanguage‖. Object language speaks of object and metalanguage of its explanation. 

The language of a novel, poem or play is object language and the language of criticism is 
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matalanguage as it explains the object language. Jakobson explains these two terms on the 

level of linguistics. He says that when the addressee does not understand the code he asks, 

―What do you mean?‖ And the addresser explains the words he has spoken. The first 

language that was not understood is the object language and the language that was used to 

explain is the metalanguage. 

1 . a. 5.0. Summary 

Now it is time to recapitulate what we have read and understood so far in section (a) of unit 

1. As you have read in the Introduction to Block 1, section 1.a.1 discusses the 

characteristics (key properties) and function of language. 

Section 1 .a .2 introduces you to some of the important definitions of language and its main 

characteristics which are as follow: 

(a) It is the most powerful means of communication. 

(b) It is a structured system of vocal/written symbols. 

(c) Its conventions are arbitrary. 

(d) It is human. 

(e) It is part of culture. 

  

In section 1 .a. 3 you studied in detail the key properties of language, namely duality, 

productivity, arbitrariness, interchangeability, displacement, cultural transmission and 

specialization Besides you also learnt that speech is primary and a language will not 

change if its script is changed. It follows that writing is secondary and it is a method of 

coding language in written symbols. 
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Section 1.a.4 has presented to you the six basic functions of language as enumerated and 

discussed by the great Russian linguist, Roman Jakobson. They are referential, emotive, 

poetic, conative, phatic and metalingual functions. 

1 . a. 5. 1. Questions 

The questions that are given are meant for a through reading of the Unit 1.a. If you are able 

to answer them, we will be assured that you have comprehended it well. 

(a) Define language. What are its chief characteristics? 

(b) What does C.F. Hockett mean by cultural transmission? What language a boy or girl 

from U.P. will speak if he /she has been adopted by French parents at the age of two? 

(c) What is duality? Write your answer with a few examples. 

(d) Explain the following terms with examples: 

Phoneme, recursiveness, phatic communion, metalanguage, specialization. 

(e) How does conative function differ from referential  function? Write your answer with 

examples. 

(f) What is the difference between a linguist‘s symbol and a poet‘s symbol? 

(g) Write a short note on arbitrariness. 

(h) Explain the difference between emotive and poetic functions of language. 

(i) Write short notes on : 

Productivity, interchangeability, displacement. 

1 .a .5. 2. Suggested Reading for this Unit. 

i. Crystal, David Linguistics, Penguin, 1990. 

ii. Fromkin, V. An Introduction to Language, Holt, Rinehant & Winston, 1978. 

iii. Hocket, C.F. A Course in Modern Linguistics, Oxford & IBH, 1970. 
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iv. Jakobson, Roman, ―Linguistics and Poetics‖ Modern Criticism and Theory, ed 

David Lodge. 

v. Robins, R.H.General Linguistics, Longman, 1989. 

vi. Sinha, M.P. Modern Linguistics, Atlantic Publishers & Distributors, 2005. 

vii. Wardhaugh, R. Introduction to Linguistics, Mcgraw Hill, 1977. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT I b 

Structure  

1. b. 0.  Objectives  

2. b. 1.  Introduction  

1. b. 2.  Language types 
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1. b. 3.  Standard Language 

1. b. 4.  Dialect  

1. b. 5.  Idiolect  

1. b. 6.  Pidgin  

1. b. 7.  Creole  

1. b. 8.  Register  

 

1. b. 0. Objectives  

After a careful study of this part of Unit I you will be able to  

(a) make distinction between the types of languages, 

(b) enumerate the special features of the standard variety of language, 

(c) recognize the features of idiolect, 

(d) recognize the difference between pidgin and creole, 

(e) trace the linguistic features of different kinds of registers and make distinction 

between dialect and register. 

 

1. b. 1.  Introduction  

This is the second part of Unit I, Studying the first part of Unit I and answering the 

questions given at the end, you were able to define language, enumerate and explain 

its characteristics, discuss at length the key properties and elucidate its basic 

functions. Now begins the second part which will help you achieve the objectives 

stated above. 

1. b. 2.   Language Types 

 

Before coming to the subdivisions  of a language, it is necessary to know the kinds of 

language. The different languages that are written and spoken in the world are classified 

according to their genealogy and morphology. 
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1. b. 2.1. Genealogical Classification  

The growth of trade and commerce in Europe and the expansion of the Renaissance 

gave a great impetus to European scholars to study the languages of the neighbouring 

countries. What struck them most was the similarity and difference between their own 

languages and those of others. The features of similarity and dissimilarity led them to 

group European languages into families and trace their sources. They divided European 

languages into Germanic and Romance languages. Later on, they came to the 

conclusion that European languages could be classified into Greek, Italic (Latin) and 

Slavic families. Sir William Jones expanded the horizon after adding Sanskrit and 

Iranian languages. The result was that all the European, Iranian and Indic languages 

came under the broad Indo-European family. 

Now all the important language of the world are divided into 11 families. 

They are: 

(a) Indo-European 

(b) African  

(c) Dravidian  

(d) Caucasian  

(e) Uralic  

(f) Sino-Tibetan 

(g) Japanese 

(h) Chinese 

(i) Austronesian  

(j) Austro-Asiatic 

(k) Amerindian  
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The second kind of classification follows the principle of typology. August Von 

Schlegal proposed typological classification in 1818 which in our time was developed 

by F.N. Finck. According to Schlegal, all languages can be broadly divided into three 

classes on the principle of morphology. The three broad classes are: (a) isolating (b) 

agglutinative and (c) synthetic. 

(A)  Isolating 

In isolating type of language, one morpheme equals one word, highly isolating 

languages like Chinese do not have derivational and inflectional morphemes. Verbs 

are never inflected for persons, number and tense. Even nouns remain unaffected. 

(B)  Agglutinative  

Agglutinative languages add prefix, infix and suffix to form words. The pure 

agglutinating languages are Turkish and Swahili. Hindi and English are largely 

agglutinative. For example: 

Hindi: Ladka (sing) ladke (plural). English boy (singular)     boys  (plural) 

Sometimes form changes and remain unchanged at other times. 

(C)  Synthetic or inflective. 

In synthetic languages a word or morpheme undergoes change in form when its 

grammatical function is changed. The addition of a prefix or suffix also changeds the 

form. Latin is, like Sanskrit, a synthetic language. 

Example from Sanskrit. 

Singular Plural  Masculine Feminine 

Devah devah  Balakah  Balika 
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*The term morpheme is already explained. The bound morphemes are called affixes. 

Affixes are of three kinds: prefix, infix and suffix.   

1. B. 3.  Standard Language 

A standard language has its own writing system and literature. The word ‗literature‘ 

is used here in its wider sense. Generally people understand by literature poetry, 

drama and novel  and rightly they  do so . In its wider senese literature includes not 

only poetry, drama and novel but all the branches of knowledge. In the past Sanskrit, 

Greek and Latin were languages. In our time, every country or nation has its own 

standard language and declares it as its official language.   A standard  language has 

it   own grammar and dictionary. Besides it is  the medium of instruction in schools 

and universities. In India Hindi has the status of official language and the  languages 

of the states are national languages and are included in the Constitution of India. 

Besides, they are official languages in their own states. 

1. B. 4.   Dialect  

Linguistically, there is no difference between dialect and language. It so happens 

that the people of a region, because of economic and political reasons, become 

wealthier and more influential. As their life style is higher, people of other regions 

begin to imitate them, especially their language. Naturally, literature is written in 

that dialect. As a result, that dialect becomes standard language. Modern English is a 

development of Southern Midland Dialect, the language in which Chaucer wrote his 

poetry. 

In India, Hindi spreads over five states: Bihar, UP, MP, Rajasthan and Haryana. 

Hindi is the official language, but there are many dialects within this area. Of course, 

poetry is still being written in Mathili, Bhojpuri, Avadhi, Brajbhasa, Bundelkhandi, 

Rajasthani, Hariyanavi, but prose, the most powerful means of communication and 
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propagation of knowledge is written in Hindi. Naturally, the stated dialects are 

dialects of Hindi and shall remain so in  future. Besides, these dialects do not have 

their own dictionary nor a grammar book. 

1.B. 5. Idiolect  

Idiolect is an individual‘s language. As we read earlier, language operates at two 

levels: the level of sound and the level of grammar. A speaker‘s individuality (we 

can say peculiarity) lies in the articulation of phonemes, use of words and phrases 

and sentence construction. We recognize the voice of our friend, relative or 

acquaintance on phone because we are familiar with her/his voice and tone. Besides 

some people pronounce a phoneme in a different way; sometimes they do not make 

distinction between two phonemes. Mahatma Gandhi, when he spoke Hindi, always 

pronounced sh and never s. we are also fond of using our favourite words and 

phrases and our listeners catch them easily. So is the case with our sentence 

construction. Some people use passive voice at those places where active voice 

would work.  

It is idiolect that determines our ability as speaker or writer or conversationalist. It 

also determines an author‘s style in a literary work. 

1.B.6.      Pidgin  

Pidgin is a mixture of two or more languages for practical use between two speech 

communities which trade with each other. It is a language with a very limited 

vocabulary and a simplified grammar. Pidgins such as Chinese Pidgin English and 

Melanesian Pidgin English arose through contact between English traders and 

inhabitants of East Asia and the Pacific islands. It got the name pidgin from the 

Chinese word Tok Pissin which means ―business‖ in English. Other pidgins 

appeared with the slave trade in Africa and with the importantion of West African 
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slaves to Carribean plantations. Most of the small vocabulary of a pidgin is usually 

drawn from a single language. Melanesian Pidgin has an English stock of more than  

90% of the total vocabulary. The total number of words of Melanesian Pidgin is 

2000 and that of Chinese Pidgin 700 only. Nagamese which is spoken in Nagaland is 

also a pidgin language. The grammar is simplified Assamese (the same verb form 

for all second and third persons, for example) and the vocabulary is 95% Assamese. 

People of Assam and other states converse with the local uneducated Nagas in 

Nagamese for all purposes. The phatic communion (greeting) begins with the local 

uneducated Nagas in Nagamese for all purposes. The phatic communion (greeting) 

begins with Ram. Ram. It surprises us as all as Nagas are Christians. Of course, the 

educated Nagas greet with words ―good morning‖,good afternoon‖, good evening‖ 

and part with ―good night‖ or ―good bye‖. 

1.B.7.    Creoloe 

When a pidgin comes to be adopted by a community as its native language and 

children learn it as a first language, it assumes the status of Creole. The following 

passage from Ready Reference Encyclopedia, Vol.3 is worth quoting. Creole is a 

―Pidgin language that has become established as the native language of a speech 

community. Creole usually arises when speakers of one language become 

economically or politically dominant over speakers of another. A simplified or 

modified form of the  dominant group‘s language (pidgin) used for communication 

between the two groups, may eventually become the  native language of the less 

powerful community.‖ 

The Encyclopedia gives the examples of Sea Island Creole, Haitian Creole and 

Papiamento but ignores  the creole spoken in Mauritius. Because of historical 
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reasons the Mauritiun Creole is constituted of French, Bhojpuri and African (of 

Mozambique) languages and it unites this small multi-racial and multilingual state. 

 

 

1.B.8      Register 

M.A.K. Halliday, an eminent British linguist theorrized the concept of register and 

discussed at length the relationship between dialect and register. 

The dialect of a native speaker influences his standard language. While speaking 

standard English, a man from Scotland will speak in the Scottish way and of Wales 

in the Welsh  way. His pronunciation and choice of words will be different from that 

of a man of England. 

The subject of writing or speech influences the morphology and syntax of the 

medium of expression. The language of science differs considerably from that of 

literature and business. The reason for the difference between the language of 

science and literature is the variety factor. A language is a bureau where registers of 

different subjects are kept. Each registers differs from the other in content. The 

registers of language broadly speaking are science, medicine, history, philosophy, 

literature and social sciences. Halliday has very neatly made a distinction between 

dialect and register that the former is according to the user and the latter according to 

use. 

1.B.9.     Summary 

In Unit 1b. we learnt the types of language in general. The first principle of typing 

language was genealogy and the second was typology. It is quite clear now that all 

the languages of the world are divided into eleven families. The basis of 

classification is similarity of the basic words (the words of family, relation, counting 
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and organs of the body) and the second principle divides world languages into 

isolating, agglutinative and synthetic. 

Then, we studied the varieties in a single language. The standard language and its 

dialects and idiolect which is an individual‘s own way of speaking and writing. 

Besides these, we learnt the origin of Pidgin and Creole languages and the difference 

between the two and finally, the registers (varieties) of a language. 

1.B.10.      Questions 

(a) What are the main language families in the world? Which language          family 

is the largest? Name the main branches of this language tree. 

(b) How will you distinguish the agglunative type of language from the              

synthetic? Explain how English is of the agglutinative type. 

(c) In what respects does a dialect differ from a standard language? 

(d) Write a note on pidgin and creole. 

(e) How many languages are spoken in Madhya Pradesh? 

(f) Name the important dialects of your state. 

  (g) Explain the concept of register. 

1.  B.11. Suggested Reading for this Unit. 

1. Crystal, Daivid.  Encyclopedia of Linguistics. 

2. Lehmann, W.P.  Historical Linguistics,  Oxford IBH 1973 

3. Sinha, M.P. Modern Linguistics. 

4. Wardhaugh Introduction to Linguistics. 
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UNIT II: Diachronic View of Language 

Structure 

II. 1.0  Objectives 

II 1.1  Introduction 

II 2.0  Growth of English Language 

II. 2.1  Old English 

II 2.2  Middle English 

II 2.3  New English 

II 3.0  Process of Language Change 

II 3.1  Causes of Language Change 

II 3.2  Kinds of Language Change 

II 3.2.1 Phonological Change 

II 3.2.2 Grammatical Change 
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II 3.2.3 Semantic Change 

II 4.0  History of Word Formation 

II 5.0   Summary 

II 6.0  Questions 

 II 1.0  Objectives 

A careful study of this Unit will enable you to 

(a) trace the development of English language from the seventh century to the present 

day; 

(b) make distinction between Old English and Middle English; 

(c) describe the features of Modern English; 

(d) find out the causes of language change, and 

(e) describe the phonological, grammatical and semantic changes in language with 

special reference to English. 

II. 1.1  Introduction 

Earlier people believed that language was a gift of God bestowed on entire mankind. In 

the beginning it was pure and, later on was made impure by people. The Sanskrit 

pundits loudly declare even today that Sanskrit is the language of gods and all other 

languages are its perverted forms. 

Linguists know better. Man  invented language and has been developing it since the day 

he began using it. Secondly, there is no fixed form of language, language is subject to 

change When Panini was writing Ashtadhyayee he found that there were differences in 

the Sanskrit of the Vedas and of his time at morphological, syntactic and semantic 

levels, English language too has changed and is still changing. The growth of English 
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language is divided into three broad stagers: Old English, Middle English, and New 

English. (OE,ME,NE) 

II. 2.0 Growth of English Language 

In ancient times England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland were inhabited by the Celtic 

people. The language that was common to all these four countries was called Celtic 

with its dialectal varieties. When Julius Caesar won England, the Roman script was 

imposed on the Celtic people of England. Later, the Angle, the Saxon and the Jute from 

Germany invaded England in the  fifth century A.D. The invaders won the country 

which we know now as England. They spoke three varieties of the Anglo-Saxon 

language. As they became rulers, their language prevailed and the Celtic language was 

almost wiped out. The unconquered people of Wales, Scotland, and Ireland continued 

speaking the language, but later on, the language of the Anglo- Saxon people spread to 

Wales and Scotland and thus English became the national language of Great Britain 

(England, Wales and Scotland). 

II. 2.1 Old English 

As told in II. 2.0 English language established its roots in England in the fifth century, It 

wiped/out the Celtic language completely. Only a few Celtic place names and names of 

rivers were retained, such as, Landon, Dover, the Thames, the Trent, the Thame and the 

Davent, Besides, two common nouns bannock (cake) and brock (badger) were allowed 

to continue. The Scandinavians, people from Norway, Sweden and Denmark, also 

called the Vikings, invaded England in the eight century. The conflict continued for a 

long time. Finally, the Vikings, all Germanic like the Anglo-Saxons, settled in England. 

The prolonged contact influenced the language considerably. Many new words of the 

Scandinavians got entry into the vocabulary and even the grammar was changed . Some 

of the Scandinavian words   are given below. 
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Nouns: 

Anger, boom, gap, husband, knife, leg, self, skill, skin, skull, sky, steak, willow, 

window (wind-eye), wing. 

Adjective: cold, happy, loose, low, rotten, same, wrong. 

Verbs: call, cut, die, drown, gape, get, give, hit, rid, scratch, take, want. 

In grammar the structure words, especially pronouns, were replaced by Scandinavian 

words. 

They replaced hie, them replaced heom and them replaced heora. 

The other important influence was that the Sacndinavian Norse language simplified the 

English morphology. 

The Celtic language became obsolete because English was the language of the rulers. It 

is quite natural that the common people imitate the language and manners of the 

superior people. The Celts imitated the language of the Anglo-Saxons and Jutes and let 

their own language die. Such a thing did not happen with the Scandinavians. Both were 

equals and, so, the English people accepted only those words they needed. As a result of 

this contact, the English language and its grammar became simpler and more 

systematic. 

The French Normans attacked England in the eleventh century. Although the Normans 

were small in number, they controlled the government and continued as the ruling class 

from the eleventh century to the thirteenth century. This type of contact was quite different 

from that of the eighth century when the Vikings came. They spoke  a variety of the 

Germanic and the difference was not much wide. But this time the situation was different. 

The Normans belonged to the ruling class and were culturally superior; naturally their 
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contact was confined to the nobility, the upper stratum of society. The result of this special 

situation was that the words that came from the French language carried more prestige and 

weight. Besides, they replaced the crude words used in cookery and dress. Here is a small 

list of words that became part of the English vocabulary. 

(a) Government and Administration: Power (weald), dominion (geweald), government 

(wealdness), control (wealdness(, prince (wealdend), council (witenangmot). 

The new words that enriched the English vocabulary are: 

Country, crown, nation, parliament, people state, nobleman, duke, masque, viscount, 

baron, minister, servant. The old word ‗earl‘ was retained, but the feminine gender 

‗countess‘ was accepted. 

(b) Military: The word ‗army‘ replaced the old word here. Apart from army, the words 

that got entry are armour, banners, navy, siege, and war. 

(c) Legal: Court, crime, defendant, judge, jury, justice, plaintiff, puisne, attorney, 

general, property, sue money, society, value. 

(d) Food: Beef, veal, mutton, beacon, pork, boil, broil, fry, roast, stew. 

(e) Religion: Charity, lechery, miracle, pray, religion, saint, virgin. 

(f) Trade: Carpenter, mason, painter, tailor. 

(g) Dress: Dress, cloak. 

If we read a passage in Old English, it will be almost impossible for us to understand its 

meaning. It will be as incomprehensible to us as Latin or Greek. Here are two passages, 

one in prose and the other in verse.  

(a)  Uton we nu efstan ealle maegene godra weorca, and geornfulle beon Godes miltsa, 

nu we onrgeotan magon paet thae thi is nealaeeth worlde forwyrde, for thon ic 
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myngige and manige manna gehwylene that he his agene daeda georne smeage, thaet 

he her on worlde for Gode rihlice lifge, ond on gesyhthe, pthaes hehstan kyninges. 

(Aelfric, Blicking Homily, A.D. 971)* 

The words that we easily recognize in this passage are: 

We, ond(and), Godes (God‘s) is, worlde, for, thaet (that) he, his, we, and on, but the 

rest are foreign to us. Let us read the second passage. 

(b) Vs is riht micel   For us it is much right 

That we rodera weard That we the guardian of the sky 

Werada wuldor-cining The glory-king of hosts 

Wordum herigen  With our words praise 

Modum lufien  In our minds love(10th century, spelling modernized) 

 

    (10th century, spelling modernized) 

In this passage also, vs (us), is riht (right), that and we are familiar, the rest are 

unfamiliar. 

 quoted by CF Hockett. A Cours in Modern Linguistics, p 366 

 quoted by L.R. Palmer, Descriptive and Comparative Linguistics, p 207. 

 

 

What is striking is the verb form and its inflections. It took about four hundred years to 

reach the stage of Middle English. Even as late as the year 1137 A.D. English was in 

the stage of transition from Old English to Middle English. Here is a passage of the 

period of transition.  
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Wrece men sturven of hungaer, sume ieden on aelms the waren sum wile riceme sume 

flugon ut of lande wes naeure gaet mare wrecce hed on land-ne naeure hethen. men 

werse ne diden hi diden (Peterborough Chronicle, 1137) 

We find that the syntax of Old English was quite different as evident in the quoted 

passages. Morphology, too, was different, and so far as pronunciation is concerned only 

the English, German and French linguists can tell us about it. 

Let us take a few words of Old English. Their modern forms are placed against them in 

column B. 

 

A      B 

Hus      house 

Mona      moon 

Mus      mouse 

Raedan     read 

Sealt*      salt 

Faeder     father 

Brother     brother 

Don      do 

Dohtor     daughter 

  Hehthu     height 
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  Neaht, niht     night 

  Hraven     raven 

These all look strange to us and only a scholar of English language can establish the 

relation between the Old English words and modern English words. It is important to 

note that verbs usually had an at the end, for example, bringan, redan, losian and 

macian (make). 

II. 2.2.  Middle English 

Middle English began in the early years of the fourteenth century. By that time, a lot of 

phonological, morphological and syntactic changes had taken place. Caxton‘s press 

established in 1476-77 gave stability to the written symbols a uniformity as well as 

Chaucer‘s poetry made Southern Midland Dialect, the standard English language. Let 

us take a few passages of the period running from the fourteenth century to the fifteenth 

century: 

(a) He was verray, parfit praktisour 

The cause knowe, and of his harm the roote 

Anon he yaf the sike man his boote.** 

The language of Chaucer is very near to us and the reason for it is that his language is the 

base of New English. However, many of the words used by him are obsolete or have 

undergone change in spelling. 

Here also we find that ‗verray (very) parfit (perfect) practisour (practitioner)‘, yaf  (gave) 

and ‗sike‘ (sick) have different spelling. In the words ‗roote‘ and ‗boote‘ the final ―e‖ is 

droped now, and yknowe and yaf are obsolete. 
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The next two passages in prose are easily comprehensible. Yet a number of words differ 

in spelling from the words of our time. 

(b) Oure fadir that art in heuenes halwid be thi name; ... be thi wille done in hearthe as it 

down in heuene. Zeve to vs today oure eche days bred. And forzeue vs oure dettis, 

that is our synnys, as we forzeuen tu oure dettouries, that is to men that han synned 

in vs. and lede vs not into temptacion but delyuere vs from euyl. Amen, so be it. 

(A.D.1400) 

The spelling of words like oure (our), fadir (father) hevenes (heavens) halwid 

(hallowed) thi (they) reume (reign) kyndom (kingdom) wille (will) hearthe (heart) ve 

(us) eche (each) dayes (days) sinnys (sins) forzeuen (forgiven) han (had) synned 

(sinned) lede (lead) temptacion (temptation) delyuere (delyuere) and eayl (evil) has 

changed in our time. 

(c)   Ryght reverent and worchethful broder, after all dewtes of recommendacion, I 

recomaunde me to yowr, desyryng to here of your prosperite and welfare whych I 

pray God long to contynew to Hys plesore, and to your herts desyr,letyng you wete 

that I receyved a letter from you, in the whyche letter was vajd with which I schuld 

bye a peyer of slyppers. 

   [The Paston Letters,1479] 

Though this letter was written about 80 years after the pssage (b) there is not much 

difference in spelling and syntax. If we read Sir Thomas Malory‘s Morte d‘ Arthur, 

we find that his language is in the line of the Paston Letters. 

New English perceptibly began in the second half of the sixteenth century in the 

writings of Spenser and Baecon and leading ecclesiasts of the period. 
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 Quoted by R. Wardhaugh, An Introduction to Linguistics, p.206. It is important to 

note that upto the time of Chaucer the sounds t and d were dental, not alveolar. 

W.P.Lehmann writes:.....at one time English/t,d,n/ were dental.‖ Historical 

Linguistics, p.148. 

** boote= medicine. Boot is still used in the sense of medicine. 

 Uptill the nineteenth century u was printed v and v was printed u. w in the past and 

even today is the doubling of v (u) and this is why this symbol is pronounced double 

u. 

 Quoted in A Course in Modern Linguistics 365. 

  

II.  2.3  New English 

New English can be said to begin with the prose writings of Spenser, Sidney, Bacon and 

the Church fathers. However, it was Bacon who gave proper shape to English prose in 

his Essays and The Advancement of Learning. After him came Ben Jonson whose 

comedies are brilliant examples of wit and humour in prose. The authorized version of 

the Bible in 1611 gave a new direction to English prose. Milton‘s and Thomas 

Browne‘s prose brought the English language to its new form. 

John Dryden perfected the English prose and after the Restoration dramatists, the 

eighteenth century masters of prose, Addison Steele, Swift, Dr Johnson and Goldsmith 

and the Restoration dramatists advanced the growth of the language to a greater height. 
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Scientists uptill then were confined to Latin but they also wrote their treatises in 

English. The nineteenth century saw the expansion of English in all directions. All 

subjects began to be written in English: economics, political science, history, 

philosophy, physics, chemistry, mathematics, zoology, botany and trade and commerce. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, English became one of the richest languages of 

the world and gained international status. 

What contributed more to the enrichment of Modern English is the translation of 

important works in other languages to English. Now, all translations of research papers 

of international standard are first published in English. As it has now become the most 

important international language, it has accepted foreign words generously. A large 

number of foreign words German French, Spanish, Russian, Indian, Chinese and other 

important languages are incorporated in all standard dictionaries of England. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, there are eight standard regional varieties 

of English-British, American, Canadian, Australian, New Zealand, African, Indian and 

West Indain. It is really a wonder that a language that germinated in a small island is 

number one language of the world. 

II. 3.0 Process of Language Change 

We have already learnt that there is no pure form of language as it goes on changing in 

course of time. In the section titled ―Growth of English Language‖, we saw how 

English grew from the fifth century to the present day. The growth and change are so 

fantastic that we cannot say, at first glance, that Modern English has grown from Old 

English. Even a scholar of English, if he is not taught Old English, cannot make out the 

meaning of a text written in the eleventh century. Now we shall know, after going 

through this section, about the cause  and kinds of language change. 

II. 3.1 Causes of Language Change 
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Why does language change? Why do people not adhere to  the norms set for speaking 

and writing their language? The fact is that people do adhere to the norms  set by their 

community, yet there are a few factors powerful enough to bring about changes. 

The main factors responsible for change in language are: 

(a) Family environment 

(b) Contact with another speech community 

(c) Discoveries and inventions 

(d) Use of words in new contexts 

(e) Word-coinage 

(a) Family environment 

Every man or woman has his or her own idiolect. A child learns language from its 

parents. Naturally parents and their children form a tiny speech community which is a 

part of the village. In the past each village was a speech community. In Hindi there is a 

saying  that the quality of water changes after two miles and of language after six miles 

(kos, kos par pani badle, teen kos par vani). Imitation is never perfect. There remains 

some difference and, so each individual develops her/his own way of speaking which is 

idiolect. It is idiolect which changes the quality of articulation, and so, after nine or ten 

generations, a perceptible change comes to the language of that village. And this 

phenomenon is not confined to one or two villages but all villages and the entire speech 

community. 

(b) Contact with other speech community. 

When one speech community comes in prolonged contact with another speech 

community, both communities borrow words from the other. The result is increase in 

the vocabulary. As we have seen that the English language adopted many words from 

the Norse, the language of the Scandinavians, and simplified its morphology. Similarly, 
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a large number of words got entry into the language of northern India, when the 

Muslims invaded the country and settled there permanently. As Persian became the 

court language, a large number of Persian and Arabic words became a part of the 

vocabulary of the North Indian languages. 

(c) Discoveries and Inventions 

Explorers and scientists discover and invent objects hitherto unknown to their society. 

The explorers after finding out a new country or a new place carried their names home. 

The new words became part of the vocabulary. Many of the names of African and Latin 

American countries, places, plants, fruits, rivers, weapons became a part of the English 

language. Scientists discovered new elements, diseases, causes of diseases, gases and 

invented and made new things. As they did not exist earlier, new names were given to 

them. 

(d)  Use of Words in New Contexts 

Creative writers seek words for the desired expression of their emotions and ideas. They 

usually make experiments with language. The most common experiment is to use the 

existing words in new contexts. The favourite figures of speech used by them are 

metaphor, metonymy and synecdoche. A metaphor is the shift of  meaning from the 

general to a particular, for example ―you are crystal clear‖. It is a metaphorical use of 

―crystal‖. When it was used for the first time, it was a striking expression and, so, 

people frequently used it. It is now a part of the English vocabulary. In the same way in 

phrases like ―the hands of a clock‖ and ―the eye of a needle, ―the words ―hand‖ and 

―eye‖ were used in new contexts. 

(e) Word coinage 
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People coin new words when they make a new thing or express a new idea or concept. 

Confectioners, chefs, fashion designers and artists make new things and give then 

special names, names which were not heard before. Besides there is a tendency to use 

blend words like brunch smog and freebies. Acronyms like radar, laser and aids are 

being use even by common people. 

II.2.0  Kinds of change 

You have studied the previous section and are in a position to explain the factors that 

are responsible for change in language. Linguists have analyzed in detail the kinds of 

language change. You are not needed to go into details only a firsthand knowledge of 

the subject in enough for you. The main kinds of change are: 

a)  Phonological 

b) Grammatical 

c) Semantic  

III. 3.2.1.   Phonological change 

Phonological change means change in the number of existing phonemes in a language, 

for example, the sound [x] which is equal to Urdu [kh] existed earlier in English in 

words like night, light and height but was dropped after the fifteenth century. 

                   OE NE 

                   Night/niht (nixt) Night ( nait) 

                   Light/liht ( lixt) Light ( lait) 

                   Height (hixt) Height ( hait) 
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Thus English language lost the phonemes (x) in course of time The loss of the 

phoneme (x) lengthened the vowel [i] and it became the diphthong (ai) and gained 

the consonants [ ] and [ ] under the French influence in the eleventh century. 

The great change was in the vowels .Since vowels are very liquid and slight raising 

or lowering of the tongue changes their quality and a slight shortening or 

lengthening their quantity, many of the vowels of Middle English became different 

vowels. 

A diphthong is a glide from one vowel to another. The two vowels are so joined that 

they appear as one vowel in English there are 8 diphthongs and 12 pure vowels. In 

New English the change affecting the quality and quantity of vowels is called the 

Great Shift as it changed the entire system of the English pronunciation.  

     

 

Vowels 

ME NE ME NE 

i: ai mi:s mais  (mice) 

u: au mu:s maus  (mouse) 

e: i: ge:s gi:s     (geese) 

o: u: go:s gu:s    (goose) 

e: ei bre:ken breik  (break) 

>: au bro:ken breuke  (broke) 

a; ei na:me neim    (name) 
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The shift from one vowel to another and dropping of the consonant/x/ and addition of / 

/and/ / changed the English pronunciation completely. English language continued to 

change at the phonological level even after the seventeenth century and is still changing. 

In Pope‘s time sea and tea were pronounced as se and te; and Blake rhymed ‗eye‘ with 

‗symmetry‘ in ―The Tiger‖ Recently the word‘ zebra‘ which was pronounced/ zi: bra/ is 

now being pronounced/ zebra/ and so is the case with the word ‗nephew‘ which is being 

pronounced/ nefju:/ and not/ nevju/ as it was done earlier. 

II. 3.2 Grammatical change 

Grammatical change is of two kinds (a) Lexical and (b) Syntactic 

(a) Lexical 

There are three aspects of a word form, function and meaning .By form we mean its 

spelling. It is by its form that a word is recognized and contrasted with other words. Bat is 

contrasted with bet, bit , bite and but because its spelling is different or, in other words, it is 

different in form. Change in form causes change in meaning. 

Here, we are concerned with change in the form of words. The seconds kind of change in 

lexis is the deletion of words and also declaring them as archaic or poetic. The third kind of 

lexical change is addition of words by either borrowing or coinage. 

i .    Change in form. 

A very large number of words of Old English and Middle English have changed although 

their meaning and function have remained the same Now look at the passages quoted from 

Old English and Middle English and mark the spelling of the following words: 

                                     Old English                              modern spelling 
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Passage1 riht right 

 micel much 

 cining king 

 lufien love 

 

 

Passage 2. Godes God‘s 

 worlde world 

 forwyrde forward 

 godel god 

 cyninges kings 

Comparing the sets you can well imagine the change in the form of the words. Let us look 

at passage 4 written in the fifteenth century. 

Words of middle English and their modern spelling 

Passage 4  

 Oure Our 

                            Fadir                                  Father 

 hevenses heavens 

 halwid hallowed 

 thi thy 

 reume reign 

 kyndom kingdom 

 will will 

 hearthe heart 
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 zeue given 

 eche each 

 synnys sins 

 lede lead 

 temptacion temptation 

 euyl evil 

 delyuere deliver 

Passage5   

 parfit perfect 

 practisour practitioner 

 roote root 

 yaf gave 

 sike sick 

 boote boot 

We find that the forms of words of middle English are very near to us excepting a few 

modern spelling begins from the age of Dryden and reaches finality in the eighteenth 

Century. In other words, the form of words after the eighteenth of century has remained 

almost unchanged. 

However, in our time British spelling is coming under the influence of American spelling 

especially in the case of nous that ended three decades age with station for example, 

Civilization nationalization, organization in these words and words like these  is being 

replaced by z and the e in judgment has been dropped compare the old editions of oxford 

concise dictionary with its recent editions. 

ii     Deletion of words and declaration of words as archaic and poetic 

 As society progresses and crosses a few stairs of civilization it finds a few objects and 

ideas out dated and so leaves them behind let us take the example of a plough. In our 

country fields were tilled by ploughs. He plough has been replaced by tractor about fifty 
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years ago, young people knew the names of the part of the plough Now there are only a 

few people and    that too in remote villages who can name all the parts of a plough this is 

what happens with many words of language the words that are not in common use are 

usually forgotten and replaced by new ones some of the words become archaic and are 

used in poetry only. 

The passages quoted from Old English and Middle English, contain so many words which 

are no longer in use in our time. They are deleted from the vocabulary similarly words like 

ere, afeard,  hark, sate, prithee, beseech and beauteous have become archaic and are used  

for some special effect in poetry. Even the pronoun thou and its other forms are no longer 

in use in common discourse. 

 

 

 

iii    Addition of words 

Words are usually divided into structure words and content words. Pronouns articles, 

prepositions, conjunctions and auxiliary verbs are structure words. Nouns verbs, adjectives 

and adverbs are content words as they carry meaning with them. Let us look at these 

sentences. 

1. He....................a 

2. The..................was................to 

3. She........................a....................for her...... 

 

These sentences contain structure words only we can make a number of sentences from 

these sentences( containing structure words) by filling in the gaps with content words. Let 

us take the first sentence. By filling the gaps we can form these sentences and many more. 

He is a scholar. 

He was a king. 
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          He lost a pen. 

He found a diamond. 

He discovered a new island. 

In English the number of structure words is fixed. This is why they are called close- ended 

words. The number of content words is not fixed. They are called open ended words. 

Language changes by the addition and deletion of content words. we have seen the deletion 

of Old English and Middle English words. Now we shall know how content words get 

entry into the vocabulary of a language. Here we will concentrate on English language only 

for illustration. 

The following are the kinds of lexical and grammatical changes: 

a) Analogy or levelling 

b) Word coinage 

c) Abbreviations and acronyms 

d) Blends or portmanteaus 

e) Back formation 

f) Economy 

g) Borrowing 

  II.  3.2.3. Semantic Change 

  Words are never static in meaning. The main reason for this kind of change is that 

meaning is both denotative and connotative. Denotation shows quantity and commutation 

quality. Take, for example, the word ―ice‖. The word denotes water in its solid state and 

connotes coldness, the state of being chilly. We extend its connotation in expressions like 

―ice cool‖ and icy look‖ Ice is hard, smooth and slippery. We use the word in these senses 

also. 

In the past a word generally had only one meaning the denotative meaning but later on it 

gained more meanings in different contexts. Sometime euphemism also changes the 
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meaning of words. The word ― gay‖ means ―happy‖  but now it has assumed another 

meaning ―homosexual‖. Earlier ―train‖(verb) meant ―tempt ―and ―sweets‖ perfume‖ 

II. 4.0 History of Word Formation 

It   is very difficult to say when the structure words began. All that we can say is that nouns 

and verbs came in the beginning. Man named objects and actions. Perhaps he invented 

structure words to link the content words. In this section we are concerned with nouns and 

verbs only as all other parts of speech are derived from them. In the beginning of this unit 

we discussed the structure of language and its basic units. Now, we will read the structure 

of words. Look at the following words. 

i. A,I 

ii. sit, hat, class, feet, balls 

iii. classroom, football, afternoon 

iv. Computer-operator football-player. 

We find that the words in the first set are the smallest and made of only one phoneme. The 

words in the second set are full words and the words in the third set have suffixes and the 

words in the fourth set have two independent words. The words in the final set have two 

independent and three independent words respectively. Let us consider the words ―class‖ 

―foot‖ and ―ball‖. They are simple words. The words in the third set are complex words, 

that is, They are made of the root words and suffixes. The words in the fourth set are 

compound words, words consisting of two independent words. 

But the word feet creates a problem. It is the plural of ―foot‖ but where is the suffix? 

Modern linguists have solved the problem. The solution to this problem is the concept of 

morpheme. Is the minimal   meaningful unit in the grammatical system of language. It may 

be a small phoneme or as large as a simple word. The words a and I are phonemes and 

morphemes at the same time. Morphemes are of two kinds; free and bound. A free 
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morpheme can stand by itself and become a word but a bound morpheme has to take the 

support of a free morpheme or a word. 

It is important to understand the difference between ―morpheme‖ and ―affix‖ An affix is a 

bound morpheme. A morpheme can be a word but an affix cannot be. It must be attached 

to a free morpheme. Secondly the concept of morpheme explains how the singular foot or 

goose becomes feet or geese without attaching a prefix infix or suffix. 

In English, there are two kinds of affix prefix and suffix. A prefix comes before a word and 

a suffix after a word. We add a hyphen after a prefix and a hyphen before a suffix. 

Addition of a prefix or suffix is the most common convention of word formation. A noun 

can be made adjective or verb, an adjective can be made a noun or a verb and a verb can be 

made a noun or adjective. Here a tree diagram is given to show how words stem from the 

root word. 

 Delightfully (adverb) 

 

Stem   suffix 

Delightful(adj) -ly 

 

Stem  suffix      

root   -full 

Didlight (noun) 

Thus the word ‗delightfully‘ has been formed by adding-full and-ly. The structure is 

delight+ful+ly. 
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You must have read in your B.A. English course the most common prefixes and suffixes 

and formed words by adding them to words to make them noun, verb, adjective or adverbs. 

New words are formed, apart from using affixes, by  

ii. analogy or levelling. 

iii. coinage 

iv. borrowing 

v. abbreviation and acronym 

vi. blend 

ii. Analogy or levelling 

It is human nature to level the irregularities that are existing. We do not want the presence 

of something odd in a system. In English the common plural marker is ‗s‘ or ‗es‘ and the 

past tense marker ‗d‘ or ‗ed‘. Learners usually add these markers to make a noun plural or 

a verb past. There are now very few irregular verbs which students have to cram. 

Words that are related in  meaning tend to become similar in form. Long-length, broad-

breadh, deep-depth. In English ―morning‖ was coined on the analogy of ―evening‖. Earlier 

it was ―morn‖. 

iii. Word Coinage 

New words are created out of necessity. If a scientist invents something new, a botanist a 

plant, a physicist a new theory, they coin words for naming them. Sometimes other 

scientists name them after the pioneer. For example, Raman Effect and Bo      (Particle) are 

named after C.V. Raman and Satyendra Nath Bose. Words like escalator, nylon, polyester, 

photostat and transistor did not exist earlier. They were coined after their invention. 

Sometimes a brand becomes the name of the object, for example, Dalda, Xerox. 
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iv. Borrowing 

In the past, traders, explorers and travellers brought new things from other countries. As 

those things did not exist in their countries, they introduced them by their native names. 

English is the greatest borrower. Words like orange, banana, safari, puma, giraffe (Arabic 

Zarafa), raja, rani, tea, jungle, mantra, and others are borrowed words. In fact, the total 

number of borrowed words comprise about seventy percent of the English vocabulary. 

v. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Abbreviations of long words usually become new words. People find their pronunciation 

easy. Bus for ommibus, fridge for refrigerator, telly for television, plane for aeroplane, car 

for motorcar, funda for fundamentals, exam for examination, ad for advertisement and 

paper for newspaper are some of the words that are freely used as independent words. 

Acronyms are abbreviations in the beginning but as they read like words, they are used as 

independent words. Radar, Laser, Aids, Scuba, hi-fi, (high fidelity) and wi-fi are some of 

the popular acronyms. You will be surprised to know that ‗golf‘ is an acronym. It is the 

abbreviation of ― gentlemen only ladies forbidden‖ (GOLF). 

VI. Blends and Compounds 

Blend means joining the parts of two words in such a way as to make them a new word. 

After listening to the ―Jabber Wocky‖, Alice asks its meaning as some of the words are 

strange to her. She is given the explanation of words like ‗brillig‘ and ―mimsy‖ that they 

are portmanteau words. Brillig is the blend of  broil and evening, the time of 4 0‘ clock for 

broiling things for dinner . Mimsy  is   miserable and flimsy. Many words have been 

coined by blending of two words. A few of them are given here: 

Brurch   (breakfast + lunch) 

Diminish   (diminue + minish) 
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Dejectant   (dejected + despondent) 

Harage   (harass + ravage) 

Mingy   (mean + stingy) 

Sitcom   (situation + comedy) 

Smog    (smoke + fog) 

Symblem   (symbol + emblem) 

Compounds are different from blends or portmanteau words. When two words combine to 

form a blend, both lose their parts and make a new word. In compounding, the words are 

simply joined and neither of the two loses its phonemes. Sometimes the position is altered. 

In some cases three words are combined to form a new word. 

Blackboard (black+board) (Nowadays all fibre made blackboards are green in 

colour.) 

Overcome  (come+over) 

Input   (put+in) 

Output  (put+out) 

Quicksilver  (quick+silver) 

Herewith  (here+with)   = with this letter 

Heretofore  (here+to+fore)  = before now 

Hereunder  (here+under)  = further on this document 

Lockout  (lock+out) 

Overcome  (over+come) 

Overhear  (over+hear) 
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Word- formation is a continuous process. Right from the day man started using language, 

he has been developing the vocabulary. In the process of development, new words have 

been formed. 

 But a few, unnecessary words have been dropped out. It is surprising to know that 

the richest languages of the world began first with a few hundred words. 

II. 5.0  Summary 

In this Unit we learnt the following:- 

(a) Growth or development of English language from the fifth century to the present 

day. Before the Anglo-Saxons and the Jutes came, the whole of the United Kingdom 

comprising Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England was inhabited by the Celtic people 

who spoke the dialects of the Celtic language. As the invaders who conquered 

England became rulers, they imposed their language on the conquered people. The 

Scandinavians came to England in the eighth century and their prolonged contact 

changed the morphology of English. The written records of Old English date from 

the eighth century. The Normans  invaded England in the eleventh century  and their 

French language further developed the English language.The impact of the 

Renaissance and the Reformation was great. English language entered the secord 

stage of development. The period from the fourteenth century to the first quarter of 

the sixteenth century is of Middle English. 

New English began in the second quarter of the sixteenth century. Now English is   

the most important international language and is used as the language of science, 

medicine, technology and trade and commerce all over the world. 
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(b)       Change in   English Language. 

 

It is a well known fact that there is no pure form of a language. The main factors 

responsible for language change at phonological, morphological and syntactic levels 

are (i) internal and (ii) external. 

The internal causes are family environment, use of words in new contexts, 

word-coinage and discoveries and inventions within the speech community, and the 

external causes are contact with other speech communities and discoveries and 

inventions in other countries. 

(c) Word-formation in English 

We also studied how words are formed. The first and the most important method of 

forming new words is the use of ‗affixes‘. The other methods are analogy, word-

coinage, use of blends and compound, abbreviations and acronyms. Culturally richer 

languages have become a very good source of enriching the languages of the 

developing nations. A large number of technical words are being borrowed without 

change and a few with modification. Borrowing has made all languages of the world 

very near, at least, in the registers of science, medicine, technology, 

economics/banking and commerce. 

II. 6.0  Questions 

1. Explain in brief the difference between diachrony and synchrony. 

2. What is the period of Old English? What was the influence of the Scandinavians? 

3. Who were the Normans? List 15 words that the Normans  French contributed to the 

English Vocabulary. 

4. What is the period of Middle English? Name two writers of Middle English. 

5. When did New English begin? What is the Great Vowel Shift in English Language. 
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6. What is language change? Describe in brief each type of language change? 

7. How does grammatical change differ from phonological change? 

8. What is Word-formation? Form the words by adding the following affixes: 

 En-, un-,ize, -ly,-ment. 

9. What is blend? Give  five examples of blend words? 

10. Make distinction between abbreviation and acronym. Write five examples of each. 

11. Write ten words of Hindi that are borrowed by English. 

Suggested Reading for Unit II 

1. Crystal, David. Linguistics 

2. Hockett, C F. A Course in Modern Linguistics 

3. Fromkin and Rodman, An Introduction to Language. 

4. Lehmman, W.P. Historical Linguistics. 

5.  Palmer, LR Descriptive and Comparative Linguistics 

6. Robins R.H., A Short History of Linguistics 

7. Sinha MP, Modern Linguistics 

8. Wardhaugh, Ronald.  Introiduction to Linguistics 
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Block 2- Introduction  

 

This is block 2 of paper iv (English ). After going through the content of block 1 and 

answering the questions given at the end of each unit you are able to explain what 

language is and what functions it performs in human life. Besides, you can describe 

the types and varieties of language and make distinction between different kinds of 

registers. You can easily tell that there are three stages of development in   English 

language, and enumerate with examples the kinds of language and  elucidate the 

process of word-formation. 

In this Block you are going to have  an elementary knowledge of sociolinguistics,    

semantics and the structure of modern English. Block 2 consists of  

Unit III : Sociolinguistics  

Unit IV: Semantics 

Unit V:  Structure of modern English      
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Unit III : Sociolinguistics 

 

 

Stucture 

III.1.0  Objectives 

III.2.0  Introduction 

III.2.1  Structural Linguistics 

III.3.0  Transformational Generative  Linguistics 

III.4.0  Sociolinguistics 

III.4.1  Basic Concepts of Sociolinguistics 

III.4.2  Discourse Analysis 

III.4.3  Sociolinguistics and Language Teaching 

III.5.0  Summary 

III.6.0  Questions 

Suggested Readings 

III.I.0  OBJECTIVES 

This Unit will help you to : 

(a) make distinction between the stages of development of modern linguistics, viz..., 

Structural Linguistics, T.G. Linguistics and Sociolinguistics, 

(b) observe relationship between linguistics and language teaching, 
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(c) define sociolinguistics and enumerate its special features, 

(d) describe the basic concepts of sociolinguistics, and 

(e) explain how sociolinguistics has revolutionized the concept of the function of 

language in society. 

III.2.0 Introduction 

Let us go back to the first two Units which you have gone through and are now able to 

explain the concepts described therein. The concepts discussed in the previous Units are all 

agreed concepts and are established parts of General Linguistics. Here we will discuss the 

three stages of development of the study of language under the headings; Structural 

Linguistics, T.G.Linguistics and Sociolinguistics. And, of course, we will study 

Sociolinguistics in detail in this Unit and its contribution to English language teaching. 

III.2.1   Structural Linguistics 

Modern Linguistics began with Ferdinand de Saussure, the pioneer of Structural 

Linguistics. He pointed out and explained how synchrony is more important than 

diachrony. Synchrony, being a detailed study of language at a given point of time, gives a 

comprehensive idea of the structure of language and its finding are the foundation on 

which diachrony (Historical Linguistics) is built. The following concepts of his have 

brought a revolution in the study of language. 

(a) Language is primarily speech. 

Earlier, grammarians and philologists considered the written form of language only and 

ignored speech. The result was that they ignored the sound system. Saussure said that 

writing system is a method to code or record what is spoken. We cannot read a passage 

unless we know the language. If the script of a language is changed,  the language is not 

changed. The British, German and French scholars of Sanskrit wrote the language in 
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Roman script. The language remained Sanskrit. Secondly, we give speeches in public, a 

teacher teaches in the classroom and people talk in their drawing rooms. We speak 

throughout our life. Do we write all that we speak? Saussure also pointed out that there are 

many languages which do not have a writing system. This concept led linguists to analyse 

the sound systems of languages more seriously. 

(b) Language is a (structured) System 

Although Saussure did not use the word ―structure‖ he included it in the term ―system‖. By 

system he meant the organization of phonemes into words and of words into sentences. He 

gave the example of chess. A chessboard is usually made of wood and chessmen also. If 

we make a chessboard of marble, gold, silver or porcelain and chessmen also, the game of 

chess will not change. But if we reduce the number of chessmen or of the squares or the 

moves of the pieces, the game will change. The set of rules for playing chess is its 

grammar. Likewise, if we delete or add a phoneme in the system of a language, the 

language will function in a different way; that is, it will change in form and function. 

Suppose we omit the articles (three words only), English language will change. Even the 

dropping of ―to‖ will change the grammar of English. 

(c) Langue and Parole. 

Language means the system of language, the set of rules by which language operates and 

parole is the actual speech act. For example, the sentence ―He invented a new machine‖ is 

a speech act and, so it is parole and its langue is subject+verbal+object, the rule for 

constructing a declarative sentence. Since the speech acts are innumerable, they cannot be 

the subject of study. The subject of study is, therefore, langue, the system that produces the 

speech acts. 

The European and American linguists followed De Saussure. The American linguists 

called themselves structuralists and their leaders were Leonard Bloomfield and Edward 
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Sapir. C.C.Fries, another leading structuralist, gave a heavily loaded definition of 

linguistics: 

―Linguistic science is a body of knowledge and understanding concerning the nature and 

functioning of human langauge, built up out of information about the structure, the 

operation and the history of a wide range of very diverse languages by means of those 

techiques and procedures that have proved most successful in establishing verifiable 

generalizations concerning relationships among linguistic phenomenon‖. 

The features of Linguistic as defined by Fries can be summarized in simple words thus: 

i. Linguistic is a body of knowledge concerning the structure, operation and history 

of language. 

ii. Its techniques and procedures (IC analysis and Discovery procedures) are 

scientific. 

iii. The generalizations of the relationships among linguistic phenomena are 

verifiable. 

The contribution of Structural Linguistics to the study of language is of great value. 

Bloomfield, Sapir, Harris and Fries after a study of the data collected from a very wide 

range of language arrived at conclusions which have become the foundation stone of 

descriptive linguistics, modern grammar and English language teaching. They are as 

follows:- 

1. Language is in a state of constant change 

Bloomfield wrote: 

―Change in language does not reflect individual variability, but seems to be a massive 

uniform and gradual alteration at every moment of which the system is just as rigid as at 

any time.‖ 
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Because language is constantly changing there cannot be a golden age of language  

perfections at some point of time. Earlier people erroneously believed that present day 

language is the corrupt form of the golden past. The discovery that there is no ― correct‖ or 

―pure‖ form of language and acceptability is decided by the native speakers of a language 

at a point of time, has made it clear that  ―standard‖ and ―literary‖ language is not the base 

from which dialects diverge through mistakes. On the other hand, the standard languge has 

its base in a dialect. 

ii. All languages are structurally complex 

It is a wrong notion that one language is easy to learn because it is simple and the other 

―difficult‖ because it is complex. The native speaker finds it ―easy‖ to learn her/his 

language because she /he is constantly exposed to it right from the day of birth. Hindi is as 

complex as English, German or French. 

Related to it is the fact that no language is in itself rich or poor. For example, there is only 

one word for ―water‖ in English but there are many in Hindi and, so, in the case with ―sea‖. 

The linguistic fact is that advancement in different fields of knowledge makes a language 

rich in vocabulary; grammar remains all most unchanged. 

Iii  Field Analysis and Discovery Procedures 

 Structural linguistics made both extensive and intensive studies of languages spoken 

all over the world. They systematically used the basic tools of science - observation and 

experiment. They consulted the bilingual native speakers and recorded voices of the 

people. They, by means of discovery procedures(contrastive distribution, complementary 

distribution, free variation, phonetic similarity, pattern congruity and prinicple of 

economy) identified and classified the elements of language and predicted their 

occurrence. 
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iv  The generalizations are verifiable. 

The identification of phones and their allophones, morphemes and their allomorphs, 

immediate constituents and knowledge gained on the specific structures of languages and 

their functtions are all verifiable. The reason is that the  experiments are observable and 

replicable. 

v    Structure, not meaning, is the subject of linguistics. 

For structuralists, the structure of language is verifiable. We can observe chages in a 

linguistc structure. For example, we observe the difference between pin and fin or fin and 

sin or sing . We can mark the difference between ―the cat chased a rat‖ and ―the dog 

chased a cat‖ because the difference is observable. Meaning is not observable. Secondly, 

meaning follows structure. A change in structure brings a change in meaning. 

These findings of structural lingusitics broadened the horizon of the study of language and 

opened a new path of language teaching. A new approach called structural Approach and 

the method based upon it, Audio-lingual method, were adopted in language teaching all 

over the world. 

III 2.0     Transformational Generative Linguistics 

The great drawback of American Structural Linguists was their wrong notion of the 

relationship between structure and meaning. Zelig Harris found problems in a number of 

cases but ignored them. His disciple, Noam Chomsky, propounded Transformational 

Generative Grammar and the concepts of  competence and performance and surface 

structure and deep structure. By competence is meant the native speaker‘s innate ability to 

understand all and the only  sentences of her/his language and by performances the ability 

to produce all and only the sentences of her/language. Surface structure is the structure of 

the sentence written or spoken. Deep structure is in the mind of the speaker. The deep 
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structure constitutes both form and meaning and becomes surface structure through a set of 

ternsformational rules. For example, the sentences. 

(a) He saw me. 

(b) I was seen by him. 

have the structure at the deep level as they contain the same meaning. The sentence (b) is 

different in structure because the transformational rule, passivization, is applied to it. 

 Chomsky made distinction between Linguistics and Grammar. According to him, 

Linguistics is a theory of language in general and Grammar of a language. The task of a 

linguist or grammarian is to prepare a model that can explain satisfactorily the 

phenomenon of language or a language. Chomsky‘s  Transformational Generative 

Grammar has revolutionalized the computer world and become the base of Natural 

Language Processing, LFG(Lexical Functional Grammar) and Generalised Phrase 

Structure Grammar. You will read more about T.G grammar in Unit V. 

 III 4.O       SOCIOLINGUISTICS 

In Europe and Britain a new kind of development was taking place when Chomsky was 

busy with T.T. Grammar. The Continental and British linguists were analyzing the function 

of languages. Let us repeat: the American structuralists studied and analysed the structure 

of language, Chomsky both structure and meaning, and the sociolinguists the function of 

language in a speech community. 

Earlier I. A Richards had said that a word or a statement derives meaning from its context. 

But he was confined to literature only. Sociolinguistics is concerned with language in 

general. The Structuralists were well aware of the relationship between culture and 

language. C.C. Fries emphatically asserted the importance of socio-cultural meaning: 
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―Linguistic meaning without social cultural meaning constitutes what has been called 

―mere verbalism‖ The utterances of a language that function practically in a society 

therefore have both linguistic meaning and socio – cultural meaning.‖ 

Antoine Mellet emphatically said that language is a system in which all the constituent 

units are held together in function by the whole. The first British Sociolinguist , JR Firth , 

wrote in his famous paper ― Personality and Language in Society‖: 

―In the most general terms we study language as part of the social process, and what we 

may call the systematic of phonetics and phonology , of grammatical categories or of 

semantics , are ordered schematic constructs and frames of reference , a sort of  scaffolding 

for the handling of events‖. 

We  read Roman Jakobson‘s model of the functions of language in Unit I, a. He has made 

it clear that the meaning of an utterance depends largely on the relationship between the 

addresser and the addressee and the structure of sentences. When a teacher says to a 

student. 

(a) Read the first chapter of this book. 

(b) I m sure you will read the first chapter of this book, 

(c) Will you read the first chapter of this book , 

(d) Try to read the first chapter of this book, 

he, in fact gives a kind of order . Here the relationship between the teacher (addresser) and 

the pupil (addressee) is quite different from the relation between two friends or two cousin 

. Similarly , as Lacan has pointed out in his famous article ―The Insistence of the Letter in 

the Unconscious‖, when a person goes to a toilet at a public place and sees the words 

―Gents‖ and ―Ladies‖ written on the door he immediately understands the meaning that 

one toilet is meant for men and the other for women. The meaning of the words is realized 

in  the social context. 
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III.2.1 Basic Concepts 

   

Sociolinguistics lays stress on the functional aspect of language without neglecting its 

structure and the relationship between structure and meaning. Following are the basic 

concepts of this branch of linguistics: 

i. Language is more than verbal communication 

It is very difficult for us to rely on structural linguistics alone to explain the meaning of 

the four sentences given at the end of III.4.0. No doubt, language is a verbal 

communication, but there are other patterns of behaviour which are closely associated 

with one‘s speech. Mark an orator‘s arms, and head, and his occasional histrionics. All the 

body movements of a speaker are now called body language .Ferdinand de Saussure 

stressed this aspect of communication and its systematic study , Semiology. Nowadays, 

semiology is semiotics in America.  

 

 Body language differs from one group to another. The English people shrug their 

shoulders, but Indians never do. When an officer says something to his subordinate in a 

low voice, he is threateningly serious, but in India he is polite. The way a south Indian 

shakes her/his head to mean ―yes‖ will be inferred by a North  Indian as ―No‖. 

 

Facial expressions, positions of body , local expressions are characteristics of every 

speaker and they are all manifestations of the social group he or she             belongs 

.Every  social group has its own peculiar way of gesture , movement of body , expression 

of strong emotions and production of non-linguistic speech sounds like cluck, nasalization 

and constriction of glottis . Finally , as illustrated earlier, the meaning of an utterance and 

movement of the body can be fully understood by defining the relationship between the 

speaker and the listener. 
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ii. Language and Dialect 

You got idea of the difference between language and dialect. You were told that there is 

no difference between language and dialect linguistically. This is because every dialect 

has its own phonology, morphology and syntactic structure. We cannot say that the system 

of one dialect is superior or inferior to the other. Dialect becomes a standard language in 

course of time for socio –political reasons. If a social group becomes economically, 

socially or politically dominant, the dialect of that social group assumes the status of 

language. This social aspect of language can be illustrated by the examples of English and 

Hindi. 

 As told earlier, Southern Midland Dialect became Standard English because 

Chaucer, Father of English poetry, wrote in that dialect and he was followed by the 

illustrious writers of the fourteenth century. Southern Midland Dialect got more prestige 

because London became the capital of England and the universities of Oxford and 

Cambridge were established in its vicinity. 

 

Hindi became the standard language because Ameer Khusro wrote his poetry in the 

language and all the saints of the Bhakti period. The main dialects  of Uttar Pradesh, Braj 

Awadhi and Bhojpuri contributed to its vocabulary and the establishment of Allahabad 

and Banaras Hindu Universities perfected the language. It may surprise you that it is prose 

writers who make language, not poets though they are initiators. A language is called rich, 

not for its poetry, but for its prose. This is because history, philosophy, economics, 

political science and all subjects in science are written and taught in prose. 

 

 Braj , Avadhi, Bundelkhandi , Bengali , Garhwali and Bhojpuri have remained 

dialects because they are spoken in the rural areas and are not a medium of instruction in 

schools and universities,nor are they an official language in any state. Hindi being the 
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medium of instruction in Bihar  UP, MP and Rajasthan is the standard language of these 

four states. 

iii Pidgin and Creole 

 You have already read the difference between pidgin and creole in Unit I (b). 

Sociolinguistics does not consider pidgin and creole as inferior kinds of language. they are 

as important as are other languages. Pidgin is simplification of two language systems. 

When people of two different speech communities have regular trade relations, they 

borrow the lexical items of the other and absorb them in their own language. However, the 

grammar of one language helps them communicate their ideas mutually and more clearly . 

The new language is called pidgin. In Nagaland , a simplified version of Assamese is 

spoken . It has the largest number of Assamese words and a few Hindi and Naga 

(especially Ao and Angami.) words. Since it is a language mostly used by the Assamese 

and Naga people it is called Nagamese , a blend of Naga and Assamese. 

 

 When a pidgin comes to be adopted by a community as its native language and 

children begin to learn it as their first language , it assumes the status of creole. A creole is 

more fully developed language than a pidgin and has a larger number of lexical items and 

broader array of grammatical distinctions .  Creoles often arose on slave plantations in 

certain areas where Africans of many tribes had to communicate via the plantation pidgin. 

Mauritian Creole is basically French with a few words of Bhojpuri, African and English 

words. The one great quality of Mauritian  Creole is that it has united the small country 

inhabited by different peoples into one nation. 

iV. Language Variation  

 The variation of language depends on three factors. They are: 

(a) the dialect of the speaker, 

(b) the subject matter , and 
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(c) the social class of the speaker. 

You already know the concepts of dialect and register. Here we will discuss the third 

factor, the social class of the speaker. No speech community is monolithic , it is divided 

into groups and categories , viz, High , Middle and Low income groups. As the people of 

high and middle. income groups in most cases are better educated . Their language is 

distinctly different from that of lower income group people generally. .  

The Bhojpuri of a person of higher social ladder is different from that of a peasant and a 

daily wages labourer. In England, also there is class distinction. In the Preface of 

Pygmalion,Bernard Shaw speaks of the language barrier that makes the division between 

the rich and the poor. Eliza Doolittle is taught to speak like a duchess. In Sons and Lovers, 

Morel Paul‘s father , who cannot speak standard English , betrays his Irish brogue when he 

is class- conscious and nervous before his wife who comes from the middle class. In 

Kanpur and the neighbouring districts the uneducated people speak Hanana, Chhikla and 

Andhela at the place of Nahana (bathe), Chhilka (Peel), and Andhera (darkness). It is also 

common among the neducated people and people of the lower income group to use/s/ at all 

places , that is they will pronounce sip for both sip and ship. Besides , their accent is not 

refined. 

 The impact of English on Hindi speakers is great.   Even the illiterate people use 

English words in their daily life . But there is a difference. The pronunciation of the upper 

class people is standard , but that of the lower class sometimes erroneous. 

V Language is a code . 

 Phonemes and words are discrete signals which being properly organized carry the 

message the speaker sends to the listener. The bilingual people often use words of the 

second language . Not only this , sometimes they are full sentences in the second language. 

This phenomenon of switching of one code to the other and again returning to the first 

code is called code switching. 
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The switching of one code to the other may be deliberate or spontaneous, Suppose , one 

person speaking Hindi quotes a proverb from some other language ..This is deliberate. It 

may be that he or she does not find the desired expression in his or her language. This is a 

deliberate action. But when he/she switches over to the other language without a conscious 

effort, it is of a different kind. 

 Sometimes people speaking a standard language relapse  into their dialect 

unconsciously. the question is ; Do they have command of the language they are speaking 

or they are  not in the habit of speaking the standard language?   

Our explanation to the causes of code switching can be – 

(a) If the speaker switches over to another language, the he/she does not find a good 

expression in his/her language. 

(b) If the speaker frequently switches over to the other language and comes back to the 

first language , he or she is deficient in both the languages and cannot speak either of 

the two properly. 

(c) If the speaker relapses into his dialect , but speaks the first language quite well, it 

may be that he/she is in the habit of speaking his/her dialect almost all the time This 

is quite usual with the public leaders when they are speaking in their constituency.  

III.4.2   Discourse and Discourse Analysis 

Linguistic variation is due to the social factors which control the way linguistic forms 

function in the actual context of use. In order to explain how language is used in everyday 

life it is necessary to consider other factors in the speech event as well as the code. The 

message of utterance is understood not solely by the structural relations of words in a 

sentence within the language system . For a full understanding of utterance, we have to 

take notice of the following:- 

(a)Culture 

(b)Social and family background of the speaker 

 (c)Context and (d) The relation between the addresser the addressee. 
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III.4.3  Discourse Analysis 

It studies how the forms of language ,system are related to speech functions in actual 

context . In sociolinguistics , the term discourse means the relation between sentences and 

social meanings and actions. The relations are determined by 

(a) The field of discourse 

(b)  The mode of discourse 

(c) The style of discourse 

 

(a) The field of discourse 

The field of discourse (more popularly known as register) is determined by the subject - 

matter. A priest speaking from the pulpit will use one kind of language and in 

conversation with children  of other kind . Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson) 

wrote one kind of language in his book on mathematics and the other in Alice in 

Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. There is a difference between the ways of 

speaking and writing. Speech is always faster than writing . While speaking , a person 

may fumble for words or change her/his mind in the middle of a sentence and break the 

grammatical order. Since he/she has ample time to express his/her ideas , he /she may 

digress and elaborate. This is not the case in writing . The writer has to be brief and 

precise and take care of the reader‘s patience. 

Writing is superior to speech for three reasons. First , the written language is to be 

preserved for a long time and read again and again . Naturally the writer is careful in the 

choice of words and construction of sentences. Secondly , he/she has to see that the 

sentences are written in a logical sequence and the paragraphs are so organized as to make 

coherent whole. Thirdly , the style is usually literary  . Read the essays of Robert Lynd , 

A.G. Gardiner and Bertrand Russesll. 
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(b) The Style of Discourse 

The style of discourse is determined by the relations between the addresser and 

addressee. These relations determine the speaker‘s attitude to the listener. The tone of 

the style can  be formal or informal , frozen , cold or warm , casual or intimate , 

consultative or advisory , request or order. 

Criper and Widdowson have cited six utterances, all imperative sentences , and 

explained the difference in their meaning. 

 

Sentence       Meaning 

i) Go away      Order 

ii) Pass the salt please (will you)  request 

iii) Bake the pie in a hot oven   instruction 

iv) Invest in premium bonds   advice 

v) Forgives us our trespasses   appeal 

vi) Come to dinner tomorrow   invitation 

 

Sociolinguistics has broadened our knowledge of language function in actual use. It has 

made us realize that there is no one to one correspondence between form and meaning . 

Language depends on linguistic forms as well as social factors. Because of the growing 

complexities in social life and cultural interaction, sociolinguistics is gaining more and 

more importance. 

III.2.4     Sociolinguistics and Language teaching 

 Earlier the generally accepted method of teaching a foreign language was Grammar - 

Translation Method. The learners learnt the foreign or second language by knowing the 

meaning of the words of target language and translating the passages into their own 

language. This method is still practised in India. As this method  was not giving the 
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desired result, a new method called Direct Method was developed in England and France. 

This method was adopted by the missionary school in India . In this method, the use of the 

learner‘s native language was strictly prohibited . But the problem was that a large part of 

the school timetable was allotted to language teaching and other important subjects were 

not given adequate time. 

 The revolution came with the advent of Structural Linguistics. The scientific 

description paved the way for the teachers of English. They knew how to teach English 

language more effectively at home and abroad. The new approach to English language 

teaching is called the Structural Approach and its method, Audiolingual method. In this 

approach stress is laid on teaching language skills namely, listening, speaking , reading 

and writing, LSRW for short. 

 You have learnt that there are three aspects of language: form function and 

meaning. The limitation of Structural Approach was that it laid emphasis on structure or 

form of language, not on its function in the social context. It also, ignored meaning to 

some extent and followed the educational psychology of Thorndike and Skinner. 

 As you know, now Sociolinguistics is primarily concerned with the functional aspect 

of language. The function of language is to carry message from the addresser to the 

addressee. A message, that is an utterance , can have different meaning to different 

addressees, if they come from different social groups. For Sociolinguistics structure and 

meaning go together as pointed out by Noam Chomsky. Therefore , there should be 

maximum emphasis on the communicative aspect of language while teaching it.        

The results of research in Sociolinguists are now being applied in language teaching . The 

new approach is called Communicative Approach and almost all the universities of India 

have included Functional English in their syllabi. 

III.5.0. Summary 

 In this Unit, you began with a brief survey of modern linguistics. You are well aware 

with the fact that Ferdinand de Saussure is the father of linguistics and his concepts of 
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langue and parole, signifier and signified , their arbitrary relationship, and language as a 

structural   system are of seminal importance . His view that descriptive linguistics 

(synchrony) of greater importance than historical linguistics (diachrony) made the next 

generation of linguists analyse the structure of the language of the world.     

You began reading about sociolinguistics through Noam Chomsky and T.G. Grammar. 

Section III.3 and its subsections II.3.1, III.3.2 form the main body of the contents in Unit 

III. III.2.0 introduces you to Sociolinguistics in general. The subsection III.2.1 enumerates 

its basic concepts , which are (a) Language is more than verbal communication , (b) 

Language is socially and culturally superior to dialect , (c) Pidgin and creole are languages 

, (d) There are varieties of language, (e) Code switching is a common practice among 

bilinguals. The structure and meaning of a discourse is determined by its subject –matter, 

medium and the relationship between the addresser and the addressee. The subsequent 

sections acquaint you with the practical application of Sociolinguistics in language 

teaching. Communicative English or Functional English has become a part of English 

Language Syllabus /Course in Indian universities.  

III.6.0 Questions 

1. Write in brief Ferdinand de Saussure‘s contribution to Modern Linguistics. 

2. What is the difference between langue and parole? Why does De Saussure say that 

langue is the subject of study, not parole? 

3. Write short notes on :- 

(a) Language as a structural  system 

(b) Arbitrariness 

(c) Signifier and signified. 

4. Explain in brief the main concepts of Structural Linguistics. 

5. What are the main points of difference between Structural Linguistics and 

Sociolinguistics? 

6. How is language more than verbal communication? 
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7. What is discourse analysis? What are the factors that determine the meaning of 

discourse? 

8. Write short notes on 

(a) Language variation 

(b) Code switching. 

Suggested Readings 

1. Downes   W. Language and Society, Longman. 

2. Edinburgh Course in Applied Linguistics V o1 II. 

3. Fishman, K.A.   Sociolinguistics: A Brief Introduction. 

4. Hudson, R.A. Sociolinguistics, Cambridge University Press. 

5. Sinha, M.P.  Modern Linguistics 
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UNIT IV : SEMANTICS 

Structure 

IV.1.O Objectives 

IV.2.O Introduction 

IV.2.1 The Terms Semantics and Meaning 

IV.3.O Semantics 

IV.3.1 Anomaly 

IV.3.2 Paraphrase 

IV.3.3  Ambiguity 

IV.3.4. Constructional Homonymy 

IV.4.O The Dimensions of Meaning: The Word 

IV.4.1 Denotation and Connotation 

IV.4.2 Homonymy, Homograph and Polysemy 

IV.4.3 Hyponymy 

IV.4.4 Synonymy 

IV.4.5 Antonymy 

IV.5.O Meaning, Linguistic Context 

IV.5.1  Word Collocation 

IV.5.2 Idioms and Phrases 

IV.6.O The Sentence and Paragraph 

IV.6.1 Sequence 

IV.6.2 Contradiction 

IV.6.3 Entailment 

IV.6.4 Presupposition 

IV.7.0 Non- Linguistic Context 

IV.7.1 Sociocultural context 

IV.7.2 General Context  
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IV.8.0 Summary 

IV.9.0 Questions  

Suggested Reading 

 

IV.I.O Objectives 

 Uptill now your concentration was on the structure and function of language. The 

study of this unit will help you trace the meaning of an utterance or a sentence. As 

semantics is a scientific study of meaning you will be able at the end to 

(a) define semantics and distinguish it from other branches of knowledge that study 

meaning from psychological and philosophical points of views. 

(b) enumerate the semantic knowledge of native speakers.  

(c) explain terms such as denotation, connotation, homonymy, polysemy, hyponymy, 

synonymy and antonymy, 

(d)  interpret the operation of meaning at morphological, lexical and syntactic levels which 

are usually determined by both linguistic and non-linguistic contexts. 

IV.2.0  Introduction  

You read in the previous Unit that the primary function of language is to establish 

relationship between people of a community at the local level and between peoples of all 

countries at the global level. Ideas, feelings, information and concepts are 

communicationed from the addresser to the addresser either verbally or in writing As the 

flow of communication is a two way traffic it is important that messages are fully 

understood by both parties. In other words, both parties must comprehend fully the 

meaning of the speech acts. Semantics is that branch of knowledge which studies meaning 

scientifically. All linguists are unanimous in their opinion that form (structure) and 

meaning are inseparable and the speaker/writer chooses a particular structure he/she has to 

express an idea or feeling. Semantics studies how language conveys meaning. 
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IV.2.1 The Terms semantic and Meaning 

 The term ‗semantics‘ was first used in its present sense by the French linguist 

M.Breal  in 1897. His book on the subject and its English translation appeared in 1900 with 

the title Semantics: Studies in the Science of  Meaning. He very clearly said that semantics 

studies meaning at a specified period of time and is not concerned with its historical 

development or historical change.C.K Ogden and I.A Rechards wrote the Meaning of 

Meaning (1923) They appended B.Malinowski‘s article ―The Problem of Meaning in 

Primitive Language. 

The big problem Ogden, Richards and Wells faced was the subject of study, that is, 

meaning: What is the meaning of meaning? Ogden and Richards listed sixteen different 

meanings of the term. Since scholars, men of letters, psychologists and philosophers are 

not unanimous in defining the term meaning, semantists now consider semantics a branch 

of linguistics and study meaning in the light of structural and T.G.linguistics. 

 Meaning for semantics is the message the addresser conveys or intends to convey by 

means of language. For example, if someone says to you,‖I‘ve hurt your feeling,‖you 

immediately underdstand the message that he regrts his action. This is the meaning of the 

sentence, when it is said in falling tone. In writing it is the meaning. Meaning does not vary 

in scientific writing or speech; it is only in political speeches that language and intonation 

count. 

 Semantics studies, as said a little earlier, meaning of the addresser‘s speech or 

writing as conveyed through language. It studies, therefore, all the three aspects, form, 

function and meaning with special focus on the last as the first two are the means and 

meaning is the end. 

IV.3.0 Semantic Knowledge 

We said earlier that meaning is the message conveyed through language. The question is : 

How does the addresser convey the meaning and how does the addressee receive it ? In 
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answering this question, semantics takes the help of Chomsky‘s T.G. Linguistics and the 

concept of competence and performance. 

Every native speaker has inbuilt grammar of his/her language. This grammar is not the 

formal grammar written by grammarians. It is his/her inmate ability to understand 

meaningful sentences. You will remember De Saussure‘s concept of langue and parole. 

Langue is the system of language. The native speaker knows the system of language and 

has the competence to understand sentences (he/she may not know the words) and the 

ability to produce all and the only sentences. 

IV.3.1. Perception of Anomaly 

A native speaker , in a general way , can make distinction between a sentence and a non-

sentence. Words are properly organized in a sentence.You will read Chomsky‘s T.G. 

Grammar in UNIT V. 

If the order of words in a sentence is disturbed , the sentence becomes a non –sentence. 

  i.He rode a bicycle 

 ii.A he rode bicycle 

A native speaker will say that the  second sentence is not a proper sentence.There is 

anomaly in it .Let us take another sentence: 

He bought a colourful white bed sheet. 

The native speater would say that it is not a regular sentence. A white bed sheet cannot be 

colourful and so this  sentence is meaningless. 

In short, the native has the ability to perceive anomaly in the structure and meaning of 

sentence.In other  words, meaning and structure are interwoven in the native speaker‘s 

inbuilt grammar. 

IV.3.2     Paraphrase Relationship  

1.He brought back the lost dog. 

   The lost dog was brought back by him. 
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2.He remained silent in the meeting. 

    He did not speak in the meeting. 

IV.3.3.  Ambiguity 

Native speakers are able to perceive ambiguity in a sentence. Ambiguity can be at (i) word 

level (ii)phrase level and (iii)sentence level ) Let us examine three ambiguous sentences. 

(i)He was found by  the bank. 

   This is an example of ambiguity at word level 

   ―Bank‖ may mean the bank of a river ―or‖a  bank that does business in money. 

(ii) She took her sick dog to a small animal hospital. 

     Here ―a small animal hospital‖ means (i) the hospital is small (ii) the hospital is for 

small animals. 

(iii)The  wizard made the prince a frog. 

       There are  two meanings: ―The wizard  changed  the prince  into a frog‖and ―The 

wizard made a frog for the prince‖.   

 The second structure is interpreted on the pattern of  

 ―She   bought her husband an umbrella‖. 

 

IV.3.4  Constructional Homonymy 

Speakers have the ability to make distinction between two kinds of structure which are 

apparently the same but  differ in meaning. You will reade in the next Unit about the 

grammatical subject and logical subject in detail. Here is the famous example of Chomsky. 

John is easy to please 

John is eager to please 

If we paraphrase the first sentence, it will be 

It is easy to please John. 
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It means that John is the grammatical subject of the sentence ―John is easy to please‖, but 

not the real or logical subject. John is both grammatical  and logical subject in the second 

sentence because he is the actor. The native speaker understands who the actor is. 

IV.4.0 The Dimensions of Meaning  

After  outlining the innate semantic knowledge of the native speaker, we come to the 

scientific study of meaning for the Indian students.As you already know the elements of 

the linguistic structure we will begin this subsection with word  

 

IV.4.1.Denotation and Connotation 

You have Iearnt that the  relacationship between the singfier(word) and the signified 

(meaning)is arbitrary.De Saussure  very clearly explained that the signified is the  concept, 

not the object.A word has two aspects: the concept of the object and other  concepts 

associated with it. The direct reference is denotation and the associations connotation. Let 

us take the word ‗rose‘.When we utter the word, the listener understands its denotative 

meaning that it is a flower but he also realizes its connotation which is its colour, beauty 

and  sweet smell. Similarly, the word ‗flood‘ refers to the swelling of water in a river 

which is its denotation and its connotation is the damage of property,  loss of lives and 

spread of diseases. We take both denotation and connotation of a word in consideration to 

understand its full meaning in real life situations. 

IV.4.2. Homonymy, Homograph and Polysemy 

  Homonymy is the instance of  two or more  words having the same spelling and 

pronunciation but different in meaning. Look at thess words: 

Bat, train , fly, bank, state 

 The word ―bat ‖   means a kind of bird and the bat used  by a cricketer. The word train, 

fly, and state have one meaning as a noun and another, quite different, meaning as a verb. 

The word  ―bank‖ means the office where money business is done and the other meaning is 

the side of a river . It has third meaning as verb. 
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Homograph is the instance of two  or more words having the same spelling but different 

pronunciations and meanings. 

Minute/minit/and/mainjut/ii second/second/and/second/ 

 Wind/wind/and/waind/ iv. Expot/ekspot/and/eksport/ 

Ploysemy. When a word has more than one meaning it is called polysemous.Let us take 

the  word bed, which has five meanings commonly used. They are: 

i. A piece of furniture   

ii.  A place for a patient in a hospital 

iii. The area of a where flowers and plants are grown, a flower bed 

iv. The  open part of a truck or cart.  

v. The bottom of the sea , a lake or a river. 

The difference between homonymy is that the latter‘s meaning are exeended meaning 

of the basic meaning. 

IV.4.3. Hyponymy 

The term‘ Hyponymy can the understood in the context of the terms ―genus‖and 

‖species‖ used in biological scinence. The creatures of the world  are divided into 

groups. The larger is called ‗genus‘ and its subdivions ‗species‘. All the  species 

belonging to the genus have common biological characteristics. Man  is a species of the 

genus animal. Similarly, the tiger is a member of the cat family. To show the 

releationship between a word that names a small group and the  word that refers  to its  

larger group,the terms hyponymy and superordinate are used. When someone says   

―I have bought a cow. She is a Jersey‖ 

 We find that the superordinate is  cow  and the hyponym is Jersey 

I.V.4.4. Synonymy 

Good writers do not use the same word again and again. They avoid repetition. The other  

word/words they use to express  the same idea is the synonym of the word used earlier. If 
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you look at the first  two sentences, you will find the phrase ―again and again‖ in the first 

and ―repetition‖ in the second. Both mean the same, that is, they are synonyms. 

IV.4.5 Antonymy 

Antonymy is the opposite of synonym. An antonym denies the validity of the word stated 

earlier. Suppose someone says, ―she is a liar‖ and you express your disagreement , ―No, 

she is truthful‖.The  word truthful is antonym of liar. The English vocabulary is rich in 

synonymy and antonymy. If you consult a thesaurus, you will find how large is the stock of 

synonyms and antonyms.  

IV.4.0 Meaning: Linguistic Context 

You may have read I.A. Richards‘s context   theory which states that words  derive their 

meaning from their context. Suppose you read the poem by Wordsworth. It begins with the 

lines.  

i. My heart leaps up 

When I behold  

A rainbow in the  sky 

Mark the word  ―leaps up‖ and compare it with ―leaps up‖ in the following  sentence. 

ii. The frog leaps up to catch an insect 

It is not difficult to discern the diffrenence between the two so far as meaning is 

concerned. The difference in meaning is due to the difference in contexts . Now 

read these two sentences. 

iii        The sun rises in the east. 

iv      The President is visiting our town.  

 

Here the definiteness of ―sun ―, and ―president‖ is known by context. However, the 

context of the first two sentence is linguistic and of the last two is non-linguistic. 

Context is of two kinds : linguistic and non-linguistic or general .Linguistic context 

is the words that precede and follow the words on which we focus our attention. 
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Non linguistic context means our knowledge gained by study and experience. The 

definiteness of ―sum‘‘ ―east‖ and ―president ‖ is determined by our knowledge 

previously gained .The connotative meaning of  a word is determined by social and 

cultural conventions. For example , the sentence ― he kissed her‖  is a normal event 

in European countries but outrageous in the Indian society . The Indians who 

settled in Mauritius a century ago have adopted the French custom of greeting a 

guest by  kissing him or her. 

IV .5.1   Word  Collocation 

Words in a dictionary are usually given their denotative meaning. These five words 

and their meaning are taken from Oxford Concise Dictionary(1999) 

Ambulate,  V  walk move about  

Ameliorate V  make better 

Amend V  make minor improvements to 

    (a document, proposal  etc) 

Amiable  adj  friendly and pleasant in manner  

Amity  n.  friendly relations 

 You can mark that all meanings are denotative.  The connotation of a word is 

derived from words in a sentence or paragraph. It is also that the nearest words 

influence the meaning of a word and in turn are influenced also. 

Word collocation means placing of two words or more together in a sentence. The 

words may be quantifier, intensifier, adjective or classifier. Besides, they may be 

synonyms or antonyms. The speaker or writer has to see that thwe collocation is 

appropriste. Let us take a few examples: 

I.The moon is bright in the autumn sky. 

II. He enjoyed the cool shower in the September evening. 

III. She is a beautiful girl. 

IV. He is a handsome young man. 
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If we replace the underlined words by summer, warm, handsome, and beautiful, 

collocation would not be proper. 

The moon is dull in summer for thick  dust in the sky and September evening is hot 

and humid. Handsome is related to male and beautiful to female usually. 

Synonyms may cause redundancy and verbosity. 

1. This small bag is quite heavy and weighty. 

2. She is thin and slender.  

Since ―heavy‖ and ―weighty‖ are synonymous, the use of ―weighty‖ is redundant, 

and likewise, ―thin‖ and ―slender‖ mean almost the same .In addition,‖ then‖ has an 

unpleasant association. 

Antonyms sometimes mar the intention of the speaker/writer when they are 

collocated without any reason. The word ―hope‖ ―fear‖ refer to future time and 

anticipate some event or occurrence. When a person says to his guest, ―Flu is 

widespread in the town and  I hope you will catch it soon,‖ he/she is using a word 

that goes against his/her  intention . He/ She should use the word ―fear‖ or the  

clause ―I‘ m afraid‖ at the place of ―hope‖ and ―may‖ at the place of ―will‖. 

IV.5.2   Idioms and Phrases 

When two words are collocated (put together), they retain dictionary meaning . An 

idiom is a group of words but it suggests a different meaning. 

―Catch a Tartar,‖ throw the gauntlet, ―die in harness‖ are idiomatic expressions and 

their meanings are well –established by convention. 

The examples that are given above have verbs in them but there can be idioms 

without verbs. 

―In camera‖ ―a dog in the manger‖, palmy days‖, ―of first water‖, ―over the moon‖ 

are idioms without verbs. 
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Phrases are groups of words structured according to the system of language. You 

will read more about the structure of noun, verb, adjective, adverb and preposition 

phrases in the next unit.  

There is another kind  of phrase called verbal phrase  which consists of a verb and 

preposition and sometimes more than one preposition. Some of the verbal phrases 

convey the literal meaning; for example, ―come in,‖ ―go out,‖ ―Wake up‖ , ―sit 

down‖ , ―go out‖ , slow down ‖ are not idiomatic ,but a few of them are idiomatic 

and convey a meaning beyond their literal meaning.The verbal phrases like  ―bear 

away,‖ ―bring up,‖ ―come round,‖ ―fall out,‖ ―put up with,‖ suggest a meaning 

which is different from the literal meaning. 

The best book to help you use the verbal phrase is A Practical English Grammar by 

Thomson and Martinet. 

IV.6.0 Sentence and Paragraph 

  You may have read or heard the famous sentence (I have paraphrased it for you) that the 

whole is more than the sum total of its parts. The reason for the superioty of the whole is 

the system of organization and its total impact. The sentence is a whole and words are  its 

parts which function within its system. Any change in the order may lead to change in its 

meaning and impact on the listener /reader. Let us take a few pairs of sentences. 

a. He is ill. 

Is he ill? 

b. He is a great artist. 

A great artist he is . 

c. He wasn‘t present in the meeting. 

He was not present in the meeting. 

You see that a slight change in the order or emphasis on a word changes the meaning. 
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Just as a word derives its meaning from other words, a sentence derives its meaning from 

other    sentences  There are four  aspects of the meaning of a sentence. They are sequence, 

contradiction, entailment and presupposition. We shell discuss them in brief now. 

IV6.1 Sequence 

 By sequence is meant the logical connection of one sentence to the other ending in a 

paragraph and of one paragraph to another leading to the conclusion .This logical 

connection between sentences is called ‗sequence‘ and between paragraph ‗coherence‘. 

Here is an example of sequence.  Sequence is best  maintained in fairy stories as they are 

meant for small children. 

―Once upon a time there lived a king in Mahipalpur.The king had a beautiful queen and a 

little lovely princess. The princess lived in her palace joyfully. The queen picked three 

beautiful girls from noble families of the town and made them her daughter‘s friends. The 

four girls read together, gossipped together and played together .They were always happy.‖ 

Their time passed in fun,  pleasure and learning. ‖  

 

You need not be told that all the sentences are in chronological sequence also . Naturally 

you agree with all the statements and feel satisfaction at the end. 

IV.6.2    contradiction 

Meaning is influenced by contradiction of a statement previously made Contradiction is of 

two kinds: refutation of some other person‘s statement and negation of one‘s own 

statement made inadvertently. The first kind of negation is conscious and second 

unconscious. The following negation is conscious. 

―It is difficult to agree with the finance minister‘s statement on fiscal policy. The GDP has 

come down from the previous year by ten percent.‖ 
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This statement contradicts the finance minister‘s statement by using ―difficult ―  in the first 

sentence and giving facts in the second sentence Conscious contradiction is made by using 

antonyms, negative words and words that express reservation. 

Unconscious contradiction is the fault of the speaker/writer. It shows that he/she is 

confused and has no clarity of thought. It may be that his /her language is poor. 

IV.  6.3      Entailment 

Entailment is the opposite of contradiction. Two statements are related in such a way that if 

one is true ,the other must be true. The truth of the first statements entail the truth of the 

other. 

―The people who are born on 2nd October are  honest and respected leaders. Mahatma 

Gandhi was born on 2nd October. Lal Bahadur shastri was also born on the same day.‖ 

The truth of the sentence entails the truth of the second and third sentences.  

IV.6.4 Presupposition 

In good writing and speech the message conveyed in one sentence presupposes  other 

pieces of  knowledge . It means that what is said in the first sentence is accepted as true in 

the subsequent sentences. So natural is the  flow. It is quite common in novels and  the 

literary essays. Let us read the opening lines of Tolstoy‘s Anna Karenina  

“Everything  was upset in the Oblonsky‘s house. The wife had discoversed an intrigue 

between  her husband and their foemer French governess, and declared  that she would not 

continue to live under the same roof  with him. This state of things had now lasted for three 

days , and not only the husband and wife but the rest of the family and the  whole 

household suffered from it‖. 

 The sentences that follow the first are presuppositionus. The meaning of the first 

sentence presupposes what is said or narrated in the subsequent sentences                  

is either conscious or unconscious . 
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IV. 7.0  Meaning : Non linguistic Context 

Uptill now we were concerned with the verbal medium , that is words, spoken and written. 

We shall discuss in brief the  non-verbal medium. 

When we read an essay, a speech or a book, we are in touch with the written form of  

language . While listening to a speech or talking to people we make use of the oral 

medium. There is a differerce between the printed words and the spoken words. The 

printed words are cold. We do not know the pitch of the voice of the speaker when his/her 

speech is printed.We do not know the raising and lowering of the voice. In short, we have 

no idea of  intonation .of the speakers . Yet the suprasegmental  features  of the spoken  

words are a part of the  verbal medium and carry meaning. But meaing is also conveyed by  

a non- verbal medium which is now named as body language . We also know the meaing 

of words by our experience which contains knowledge derived from different sources. 

Besides, the meaning of  a word or sentence  is determined  by the listener‘s / reader‘s 

socio- cultaral background  . Let us first begin with the body language . 

 

Iv .7.1  Body language 

 

Body language is non –verbal cominuniction and differs from individual to individual. A 

speaker is not a statue with an audio-tape . While speaking he/she makes movement of the 

body . This  movement is natural and is mixed with the words.You can mark how your 

teacher moves his body while explaining a point. You can read the  face of your friend 

when he/she is offended with your remark but does not speak.Sometimes, a person may 

wink  after a statement and the wink changes the meaning . Good actors while speaking  

move their hands, head and sometimes their whole body to make their words more 

meainingful . Of course, body language has no place in written communication but it 

carries meaning while we speak or present a paper in a seminar or take part in a debate.    
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IV.7.2        Socio- cultural Context  

The meaning of a word varies from one culture to another culture. About fifty years ago, 

an American family asked a British family:‖Do you allow your children dates‖? 

The British replied,‖Yes,we allow occasionally. This is because dates spoil children‘s teeth 

as they contain much sugar.‖ Certainly, the American meaning of ―date‖ had not reached 

England at that time. Similarly, when WB Yeats used the word ―gay‖ in ―Lapis Lazuli‖ he 

did not mean the American use of the word. The reason for understunding the meaning of a 

word by two English speaking countries is socio- coltural. Britain in not that open society 

as  America is. 

 The kind of English spoken and written in India  has gained an independent status. 

The editor of  Oxford  English Dictiorary  (1999)writes in the Introduction: 

―The main regional standards for the language of English are British, US and Canadian 

Australian and New Zealand, South African, Indian and West Indian‖ 

Linguists have classified the standard varieties on the basips of phonology morsphology 

and syntax. however, there are very few differences in the syntactic structure. An English 

man will say, ―I want you to do it ,‖but an Indian will say ― I want that you should do it . 

He will asked you ―What ‗s your name? but an Indian will say ―What‘ s your good name 

Besides a large number of words used by the people speaking English are substituted by 

other words in India. for example , chickpea (gram), peanut (groundnut) and many other 

words are Indianized. In the same way, British English has changed . Naturally there is a 

lot of semantic gap when people from two different social groups meet, though  

 both speak the same language. The maximum difference is seen at the level of 

pronunciation which affects meaning. 

Socio- cultural context plays a vital role in determining the meaning of poems, plays and 

novels .The social structure and culture of Britain and USA are quite different from those 

of India. The words that are used in literary works of the British and American writers may 

be undersutood differently in India . A teacher of English once asked me,   ―Why is the 
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marriage between Claudius (Hamlet ‗unclo ) and Gertrude (hamlet‘s mother) called 

incestuous?‖ 

The marriage between devar and bhabhi is socially permitted in India .I had to explain to 

him that in the British society a bhabhi is sister –in- law and a British should not marry his 

sister- in –law according to social laws of the country. 

English is poor in the vocabulary of social relations. Hindi is quite rich .When an Indian 

reads the words uncle, aunt, cousin, he is confused . For him it is difficult to ascertain 

whether the word‖uncle‖ is mama, phupha,chacha, tau or mausa . 

Thus the socio –cultural context determines meaning and people interpret a speech or a text 

under the influence of their own socio-cultural background. 

IV. 7.3 General  context 

General context includes both books studied and experiences gained .When we read the 

sentence ―the sun rises in the east― there is no need to explain the word ―the sun‖ and ―the 

east‖ as both are parts of our experience . Similarly, we know that the four characters –

Vladimir ,Estragon, Pozzo and Lucky—come from Russia, France, Italy and England 

because of the names they bear. 

Each country has its own history , language, climate, law and custom , political system and 

administration. We know then through books , personal experience and other sources of 

knowledge. 

IV. 8.0   Summary 

Semantics is a scientific study of meaning. It is actually a branch of linguistics as 

phonetics, morphology and syntax are. Psychology and philosophy also study meaning. 

Psychological approach to meaning is mentalistic . Psychology studies how an individual 

makes a mental concept of the speech acts. Philosophy is rather abstract and studies chiefly 

the meaning of concept. Semantics is concerned with the verbal communication. It studies 

how meaning is realized through sentences which are organized under the system of 

language. As meaning is the product of phonemes, morphemes and words systematically 
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organized in the structure of sentences, it studies form and function of all the elements of 

language. 

The meaning of a word in isolation is given in the dictionary. But the dictionary meaning 

changes, although the basic meaning is not changed in a sentence because of the placing of 

the words. Word collocation plays an important role .Besides, linguistic and nonlinguistic 

contexts determine the meaning of a sentence/paragraph and the whole text. 

Modern semantics is highly influenced by sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics,T.G 

linguistics and accepts the fact that socio –culture elements and the individual‘s mental 

setup are importanded determining factors of meaning. 

IV.8.1      Questions 

1-What is the primary function of language? 

a) communication of ideas 

b) communication of information, feelings and ideas. 

c) communication of information and ideas. 

d) communication of feelings and ideas. 

     2- Semantics is a 

a) scientific study of meaning 

b) study of meaning  

c) study of structure of language  

d) study of the function of language 

       3-Meaning for semantics is the 

a) function of language 

b) structure of language 

c) message conveyed through language 
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      4- Semantic studies _______________of language. 

a) form 

b) function 

c) meaning 

d) structure 

    5- When words are not in proper order, the native speaker finds_______ 

a) anomaly 

b) incorrectness 

c) error 

d) flaw 

  6- If two sentences contain the same meaning but are different in structure they are 

in ________ 

a) paraphrase relationship 

b) anomaly relationship 

c) contrary relationship 

d) contradictory relationship 

 

7- Ambiguity is of two types in a written sentence: 

(a) phonological and morphological 

(b)morphological and syntactic 

(c)conscious and unconscious 

(d)implicit and explicit 

8- When two sentences  have the same kind of construction but differ in meaning they are 

an instance of  
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(a)ambiguity 

(b)constructional ambiguity 

(c)constructional homonymy 

(d)paraphrase  relationship 

9. Group the following words under the labels homonymy, homograph and polysemy: 

Bow, export, time, voice, direct, rain, end, wind, bank, minute, second, state, office, 

field, fire, import, break, dust, sing, kind, row. 

 

10- Explain the terms denotation and connotation with five examples of each. 

 

11- What is meant by hyponymy and superordinate? Give five examples of hyponymy 

and superordinate relationship . 

 

12- Make distinction between  entailment and presuppoisiton  

13- Read the following sentences and group the synonyms.  

 

A young boy was searching a job. He went to the nearest town. He met an old man who 

asked the adolescent what he was in quest of. The youth answered that he  was in search 

of a job. The old man said that there was little work in the town. Better he should go 

back to  his village. Hearing his words, the youth returned to his village. 

14. Write synonymys of the following words: 

Adjacent , adage, bear (v) brave, blame care, catch, collude, delight, defunct, drab, 

eager, elegant, efficient, end, fool, false, fake, fervor, gaily, gloom, insane, interrupt, 

indecent, jest, loud, latent, mock, mammoth, need, oust, ooze, resume, respect, respite, 

redeem, rude, slumber, save, suspense, try, tremble, test, ultimate, victory, vice, wrath, 

zenith, zeal. 

15- Read the following sentences and write the antonyms of the underlined words: 
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i. Jenny admired the painting  

ii. Ankit bent the rod. 

iii. They closed the gate. 

iv. Sheela and Reeta are friends. 

v. He drove the car speedily. 

vi. It is really difficult to cross this stream 

vii. They crossed the wide stream. 

viii. He said that his neighbour was a very complex man. 

ix. It was your mistake that you did not take the matter seriously. 

x. We saw many strange things is the museum. 

16-Explain the term ―linguistic context. ― 

17-What is the difference between  verbal communication and non-verbal communication? 

18- What is meant by non-linguistic context? 

19-Explain the term ambiguity with examples. 

 

Suggested Readings 

1-Palmer, LR Semantics. Cambridge Univ. Press. 

2-Kriedler, CW. Introducing English Semantics. Routledge. 
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UNIT V : The Grammatical Structure of Modern English 

 

 Structure  

V.0.0  Objectives 

V.1.0  Introduction : Overview – traditional grammar and modern grammar 

V.1.1  The Structure of Modern English 

V. 1.2  Form, Function , Meaning  

V.2.0   Formal Classification 

V.2.1   The Noun Phrase 

V.2.2   The Verb Phrase 

V.2.3  The Adjective Phrase 

V.2.4  The  Adverb Phrase 

V.2.5  The Preposition Phrase 

V.3.0  Functional  Classification 

V.3.1  The Subject 

V.3.2  The Object 

V.3.3  The Complement 

V.3.4  The Adjunct 

V.4.0  Transformational Generative  Grammar 

V.4.1  Transformational Rules 

V.5.0  Questions 

V.6.0  Suggested Readings 
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V.0.0.    Objections  

After going through this Unit you will be able to  

(a) make distinction between the basic points of difference between the traditional 

grammar and modern grammar,  

(b) recognize the elements of the structure of modem English, 

(c) make distinction between form, function and meaning, 

(d) analyze the structure of English sentence and label the components after 

classifying them according to  form, 

(e) analyze the structure of English sentences and give them functional labels, and 

(f) explain the salient features of T.G. Grammar. 

VI.0  Introduction 

In the preceding Units you learnt the structure and function of  language in general. You 

also learnt the growth of English language from Old English through Middle English to 

New English. However, we were confined mainly to words. Now we shall study the 

grammatical structure of Modern English in this Unit. 

Our study of the structure of Modern English shall be based on Modem Grammar. You 

may very pertinently ask, ―What is ―modern‖ in modern grammar and what is ―old‖ in 

the grammar that we read in school or college? The answer is given below  point wise. 

1. First the traditional grammar ignored the fact that speech is primary and focused 

attention on writing only. This assumption led grammarians to make five divisions 

of grammar, namely, orthography etymology, syntax, punctuation and prosody. 

Because of the concentration on writing, they said that  there were five vowels  and 
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twenty-one consonants in English whereas there are twenty-four consonants and 

twenty vowels in the language. They did not realize the  fact that there is no exact 

correspondence between a letter and the sound it represents, For example the letter a 

represents different sounds in these words: 

Man, want, water, father, gate and human. 

Because of this erroneous assumption, they could not formulate a simple rule of 

using the articles ‗a‘ and ‗an‘. If their scripts were phonemic like that of Sanskrit, 

they would have faced no problems. Write an English word in Devnagari script and 

you can easily put a before it if it begins with a consonant and an if it begins with a 

vowel. Modern English dictionaries have the pronunciation of words in phonemic 

scripts within slant lines just after the word. Consult Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary. 

2. The old traditional grammar suffers from semantic fallacy in defining the parts of 

speech. The definition, ―A noun is the name of a person, place or thing‖, is written 

from the point of view of meaning. This definition asks you to know the meaning of 

the word first. 

3. The third flaw in the traditional grammar is mixing up of different criteria in 

defining the parts of speech. For example, ― pronoun is a word that comes for a 

noun‖ or ―an adjective qualifies a noun, pronoun or another adjective‖. These 

definitions are written according to function. In short, while defining parts of speech, 

the traditional grammar mixes up semantic and functional criteria. 

4. The fourth flaw is prescriptive fallacy. Grammar is basically a description of the 

rules of language and it cannot prescribe rules. But the traditional grammarians 

prescribed rules and believed in ―dos‖ and ―don‘ts‖. Change in language is a 

continuous process and if there are changes in language, grammar books are changed 

to describe the new rules. 
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V.1.0    The Grammatical Structure of English 

You already know that the highest unit in the structure of language is the sentence and 

the lowest the phoneme. Phone, phoneme and allophones are studied by phonetics and 

phonology. Morpheme, word, phrase, clause and sentence come in the area of grammar. 

We shall concentrate on these in this Unit. Since you know what a morpheme is and 

how words are formed, we will come straight to the formal and functional aspects of 

word, phrase, clause and sentence and classify them accordingly. 

 

V.1.0     Form, Function, Meaning, Labelling. 

It was pointed out in the preceding pages that the traditional grammar while defining 

the parts of speech mixed the criteria of form and function. You may be eager to know 

the meaning of these two terms. 

(a) Form. 

Form means shape. Let us take a chair. We all know its shape. A chair may be small, 

the other of average size and the third of large size. When you look at them you call 

them all by the name ―chair‖. Suppose one chair is made of gold, the other of silver, the 

third of iron, the fourth of plastic and the fifth of wood, you would still call them all 

―chair‖. This is because the form of the chair is in your mind and when an object 

compares well with the established form, you call it by its name. Similarly, iron, water, 

desk, man, Delhi, Bhopal are nouns because they have their own forms. 

Noun, pronoun adjective, verb, adverb, article, preposition conjunction and interjection 

are formal labels of the words in English vocabulary. 

(b) Function. 

Words in isolation are known by their form. When they are used in a sentence they play 

their roles. Since language is a system, the roles of words are well defined. The defined 

role is their function. When we say a noun or pronoun can be a subject, object or 
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complement to a verb, we refer to the function of these two in the structure of English 

language. The functional labels are subject, verbal, object, adjunct and complement. 

(c) Meaning  

Meaning is abstract. The structuralists did not analyze meaning as it is not observable. 

Meaning in simple words is the message conveyed by an utterance. The meaning of an 

utterance or speech or sentence is determined by the form and function of words it 

constitutes. Sometimes ambiguity arises due to use of ambiguous words or dual 

function of words in a sentence. In grammar we are concerned with structural ambiguity 

at word and phrase levels. 

 

V.2.0 Formal Classification 

It was stated in the previous subsections that a word is classified on the basis of its 

form, and the parts of speech are labelled after their form. We shall read their forms in 

this subsection. 

(a) Noun  

Nouns are broadly divided into (i) countable and (ii) uncountable nouns. The 

countable nouns are divided into proper nouns and class nouns and the uncountable 

into material and abstract nouns. There are four forms of noun: singular, plural. 

objective and possessive (genitive). Class nouns and proper nouns have all the four 

forms generally. For example, 

School (singular), schools (plural), school (objective), my school‘s building 

(possessive) Mr. Taneja (singular). The Tanejas are coming (plural), Mr. Taneja 

(objective), Mr. Taneja‘s (possessive). Some abstract nouns can be made plural. For 

example, religions of different countries, a number of ideas. 

(b) Pronoun  

Pronouns are structure words and their number is fixed. 
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(c) Articles  

There are three articles: a, an, and the. 

(d) Adjective.  

Adjectives have three forms: positive, comparative and superlative. More and most 

are placed before most of the adjective for their comparative and superlative forms. 

(e) Verb  

The main and auxiliary verbs have five forms. 

Go   verb only 

Went   verb+ past 

Gone   verb+en 

Going  verb+ing 

To go  verb+ infinitive 

 

Main verbs and auxiliary verbs have singular and plural forms. The auxiliary modals 

have present and past forms only and have the same form whether singular or plural 

 

(f) Adverb  

Adverbs are usually derived from adjectives by the addition of the suffix - ly. For 

example,   

Beautiful- beautifully, large- largely, heavy- heavily. Like adjectives, adverbs have 

comparative and superlative forms and in most cases more and most are added for 

their comparative and superlative forms. 

(g) Conjunction and preposition are structure words and they have always the same 

form. 

Change of form is the prime cause of change of meaning. A word changes its 

meaning when it is in association with other words. We shall see it when we 

examine the structure of phrases. 
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V.2.1. The Structure of Noun Phrase (NP) 

 A phrase is a  group of words in which one word (noun, verb, preposition, 

adjective or adverb) is prominent and other words are dependent on it. We call it the 

head word. Noun is the head word in a noun phrase. Let us take a few examples. 

i. A boy  

ii. A small boy  

iii. A white calf 

In all these phrases the head word is a noun. The relationship between the 

words can be shown by a tree diagram. 

   NP 

  

det                     adj phr                   N   

 

art   adj        

 

A   white    calf      

 

You read in the key properties of language, the property of recursiveness. It means that one 

element can occur again and again, that is, recur. Look at this long phrase. 

A small monkey on the top of the tree.                 

The structure of this phrase can be analyzed thus 
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An NP can have the following elements: 

1. Pre-determiner: All, half of, some of, a few of. 

2. Determiner: A, an, the, this, these, those, and the nouns and pronouns in the possessive 

case. 

3. Ordinal: First, second, third........... 

4. Quantifier : The number (one,two,three.......)some, much, 

5. Adjective phrase : (intensifier) adjective 

6. Classifier: A noun functioning as adjective. For example, education officier flower pot 

and school garden. The underlined words are classifiers 

7. Noun : noun/pronoun  

In the structure of an NP the noun is compulsory and the rest are optional. Besides the 

order of occurrence is fixed and the two words will not come together in the same slot. We 

can write 

a) All his books but not ― his all books‖ 
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b)  My book 

         This book 

        That book 

         Her book 

   But we cannot write ―my that book‖ or ―my the book The tree diagram of a long NP is 

given below: 

All those five black flower pots 

 

 

 

  

The word ―pots‖ is the head words. 

V.2.2.  The Structure of Verb Phrase (VP). 

A simple active declarative affirmative sentence is the basic sentence or the kernel 

sentence. In a basic sentence which is declarative and affirmative the head word is a noun 

and the verb is placed nearest to the noun. Therefore the first half is NP usually and the 

second half VP. Let us take a few sentences. 

           The old man crossed the river. 

The red cow has run away. 

It has been raining for two days. 

The nucleus of the verb phrase is the verbal group which consists of tense and verb 

He went-    He tense(past)+go 
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I read     I+tense (present)+ read 

It is already told that there are five forms of a verb. Of the five only two forms carry tense. 

Let us repeat the five forms. 

Go (present) 

Went (past) 

Gone 

Going  

To go 

                      You see that gone, going and to go do not carry tense. The fact is that there are two tenses 

in English, not three as the traditional grammarians say.You should also know that tense 

and time are diffrent. Time pertains to our practical life and tense to grammar. Tense tell 

the listeners the time an event or action. Let us take this sentence. 

My brother is coming tomorrow. 

Here the tense is present and the reference is to future. Following is the structure of verbal 

group: 

Tense+(modal)+auxiliary)+(perfective)+(progressive)+verb. 

Let us analyze the structure of a few verb phrases (VPs) by drawing tree diagram: 

Geeta went 

           S 

    NP       VP 

    N   VG 

          Geeta   past  go 
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Geeta +past +go         Geeta went 

ii. Ram and Hari were running 

          S 

 

    NP     VP 

   N Conj      N     VG 

   Ram  and     Hari  Tense   prog        V 

          Past    be-ing    run 

   

Ram+and+Hari+past-be-ing- run     Ram and Hari were running. 

iii. You have dene well 

   You +pres+have+en+do+well        You have done well. 

iv Is has been raining since morning         It+pres+have+en+be+ing+rain+since+morning 

V.2.3 Adjective Phrase 

An Adjective phrase may contain an adjective only or be accompained by an intensifier. 

The intensifier can be very , extremely,awfully, marvellously and other adverbs. 

i. Rita is very intelligent 

ii. Sharat is a very good boy. 

iii. I am extremely sorry. 

In these  sentence ―very‖ and extremely‖ are intensifiers. Let us draw a few tree diagrams. 
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  Sharat is a  very good boy. 

Sharat +pres +be+a+very+good+boy        Sharat is a very good boy. 

I am extremely sorry. 

I+pres+be+extremely+sorry          I am extremely sorry. 

V.2.4  The Adverb Phrase 

 

The adverb phrase , like the adjective phrase , contains an adverb only or be accompanied 

by an intensifier.Read the following sentence: 

         We walked very slowly. 

In this sentence the adverb ―slowly‖ is preceded by its intensifier ―very‖. 

 

      S 

 

    NP      VP 

    

     N      VG   Adv phr 

 

    We      Tense      V           int        adv 

 

             Past      walk very         slowly 

 

 

  

 

V.2.5 Preposition Phrase 
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A preposition phrase connects two noun phrases. As it is connecting elements and the noun 

that follows it is dependent on it for existence, the preposition becomes the head word of 

the phrase. 

 Here the preposition ―in‖ connects the two noun phrases and is the head word in the 

phrase ―in the garden‖ 

The Structure is 

A big building by the lake near the hill 

The concept of recusiveness is already explained . Here is its illustration . In the NP there 

is the PP and in the PP there are NP and PP again . The elements NP and PP  

After considering the formal classification of words and phrases , we arrive at the falling 

conclusion: 

1. We recognize a word by its form . 

2. A change in from brings about change of meaning. 

3. A sentence can be dissected into groups of words called phrases. 

4. There are five kinds of phrases named after the most important words they contain. 

5. The structure of every kind of phrase is well –defined and its elements are organized 

in an order and the order is not to be broken. A break will make it meaningless. 

6. Only the adverb phrase can be shifted but its shifting cannot be done waywardly. An 

adverb phrase can come at the beginning of a sentence or at the end. 

 

V.2.6 The use of tree diagram 

A tree diagram shows the hierarchies in grammatical categories. You know it well that the 

sentence is at  the top of hierarchy and the word at the bottom . Earlier, while describing 

the structure of words we showed you the hierarchy in which a complex or compound 
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word is at the top and its root at the bottom . You have seen the tree diagram showing the 

structure of words in unit II (c) and of phrases in this unit. 

2- There is the rule of dependency . It means that one unit controls the other in the structure 

of language . It also means that one unit is dependent on the other. This rule operates  more 

visibly in complex sentences. 

Bhimsen Joshi, who was one of the greatest classical singers, lived in Pune. 

You will find that the relative clause ―who...........singers‖ is dependent on the compound 

noun Bhimsen Joshi for its existence in the sentence and is its part also. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we do not want to go into details , we make a triangle or balance. 

The Second sentence is ‖To err is human .‖ Here we find that the NP ‖To err‖ is dependent 

on the verb phrase ―is human‖ 
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3. A tree diagram explains the ambiguity of a phrase by showing the two structures. A very 

famous example is ―Old men and women‖ which may mean ―men are old but not women 

―or ―both men and women are old.‖ 

 

 

 

 

 

Here old is the adjective of men only.  

         NP  

 

   Adj phr    NP  

   Adj               NP     conj        NP  

   Old     men     and      women  
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The other example is ― Those boys‘ hostels‖. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Meaning: The hostels are meant for boys 

2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Meaning: The hostels belong to those boys. 

V.3.0  Functional Classification 

When you read a play or watch it staged, you recognize the characters by their appearance 

but you do not know them fully well till they act. So is the case with words. You recognize 

them by their form, but know them fully after watching them function. We know words by 

their forms and classify them formally. In this subsection, we will study their function and 

NP 

hostels 
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functional classification. We call a word noun or adjective by its form and subject, object 

or complement by its function. When we read the sentence, 

―He wrote a letter‖, 

we know that ―he‖ is the actor or doer and the object of his doing is ―a letter‖ and the 

action is ―wrote‖. In other words, we assign the function of the noun/pronoun ―he‖ as the 

doer or subject, of ―wrote‖ the action and ―a letter‖ the object. Mark that the first NP is the 

subject and the second NP is the object of the sentence. 

Noun, Pronoun, article, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition and conjunction are formal 

labels and subject, object verbal, complement and adjunct are functional labels. 

V .3.1. Subject 

 Subject governs the verb in a sentence. The verb must agree with the subject in number 

and person. Read the following sentences: 

                He goes to office. 

                She is knitting a sweater. 

                They were planting trees. 

You will find that the verbs are singular as the subjects ―he‖ and ―she‖ are third person 

singular in the first and second sentences, and as the subject is third person plural, the verb 

is plural in the third sentence. The subject is always a noun, noun phrase or noun clause 

and is in nominative case. Let us take a few examples: 

i. The sky is blue 

ii. The small calf ran away 

iii. The small monkey on the top of the tree jumped on to the roof of her house. 

iv. That India is still a developing country is a matter of concern 
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v. Swimming is a good exercise. 

vi. To err is human. 

Sentences i, ii and iii create no problem as the noun phrase is the subject. The subject of 

sentences iv is an NP which in itself is a clause. ―Swimming‖ is a gerund that functions as 

a noun in sentence v. The last sentence creates a problem. However, the fact is that this 

kind of construction is not frequently used these days and we generally begin a sentence 

with ‗it‘ and use an infinitive after the main verb and do not make it a subject as did Pope 

in the eighteenth century. An infinitive is the subject in a sentence like this, 

To say that he has made a mistake is not true. 

Here the subject is an NP. 

There are two kinds of subject: grammatical subject and logical subject. Look at the 

following sentences: 

i. He saw a new star 

ii. A new star was seen by him 

iii. She washed the clothes 

iv. The clothes were washed by her 

―He‖, ―A new star‖ ―She‖ and ―The clothes‖ are subjects in the sentences and ―a new star‖ 

―him‖, the ―clothes‖ and ―her‖ are the objects. The first four are in the nominative case and 

the last four are in the objective or accusative case. This is all grammatical. But logically 

―him‖ and ―her‖ are not objects as they are the doers, and similarly ―A new star and ―The 

clothes‖ are not logical subject. The effect of the action in on them. 

―He‖ and ―She‖ in sentences i and iii are grammatical and logical subjects at the same time 

and ―him‖ and ―her‖ are logical subjects in ii and iv. ―A new star‖ and ―The clothes‖ are 

grammatical subjects in sentence ii and iv but not logical subject. 
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The Verbal 

Since modern English grammar makes distinction between form and function, the formal 

labels and functional labels are different. The word ―verb‖ refers and ―verbal‖ to function. 

While drawing the diagrams we used the word ―verb‖ and now we use the word ―verbal‖ 

for functional analysis. First the kinds of verbs. 

Verbs, according to function, are of two kinds: transitive and intransitive. 

A transitive verb takes an object but the intransitive does not. Let us read the following 

sentences. 

i. The cat ran away. 

ii. He went home. 

iii. They escaped from the police custody. 

iv. The small child broke the mirror. 

v. We carry umbrellas during the rainy season. 

vi. Ankur bought a bicycle. 

The first three sentences do not have any objects. The last three sentences have objects- 

―the mirror‖, ―umbrellas‖ and ―a bicycle‖. 

A transitive verb can be monotransitive or ditransitive. 

i. They played football.                                                                 Monotransitive. 

ii. We drank tea in the cafeteria.                                                     Monotransitive. 

iii. Yashvin bought rice, pulse and salt.                                           Monotransitive. 

iv. The principal gave him a beautiful prize for his bravery.         Ditransitive. 

v. He gave me a hurdred rupee note.                                               Ditransitive. 

vi. She bought me an umbrella.                                                        Ditransitive. 
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The last two examples show that the same verb can be monotransitive or ditransitive 

according to its function. Intransitive verbs are not changed into passive voice as they do 

not take an object. For example, 

i. I went home. 

ii. She ran a mile. 

 

V. 3                 The Object 

The object  reaceives the effect of the action carried by the verbal. A noun/pronoun or noun 

phrase functions as an object and is in the objective case. Let us remember a complement is 

always in the nominative case and should not be confused with an object. 

Read the following sentences : 

1. The astronomer saw a new star 

2. He is writing a book on literacy criticism 

3. They are ploughing  the land 

4. We have cleaned the room  

5. She washed her clothes 

Mark that the underlined words are objects as they receive the effect of the action carried 

by the verbal . 

The object is of two kinds: 

a . Direct object 

b.  Indirect object 
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The direct object is written OD and the indirect object OI .You already read that the verbal 

is of two kinds :the monotransitive and ditransitive.As the ditransitive has two objects ,one 

is direct object and one is indirect object ,Read the following sentences: 

I. He bought me an umbrella 

      OI       OD 

II. She gave him a hundred rupee note 

                   OI         OD 

III. The teacher asked the students a difficult question 

 

The effect is on, ―an umbrella‖, ―a hundred rupee note‖ and difficult question‖,these are 

direct objects .The first two sentences can be written thus: 

 

1. He bought an umbrella for me. 

   OD               OI 

                2.   She gave gave a hundred rupee note to him 

                                                     OD                                      OI                                                                                                                                               

V.3.4        The Complement             

 A complement completes the meaning of a sentence. Read the following sentences: 

a. He is honest. 

b. They can be of help 

c. It is I. 
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If we delete the words ―honest‖, ―helpful‖ and ―I‖,the sentences will look truncated and  

incomplete in meaning. Generally, nouns ,pronouns and adjectives function as complement 

to the subject or the object in a sentence. Let us examine these sentences. 

1. He looks sad. Sad is complement to the subject ―He‖.  

2. The toy is beautiful. Beautiful is complement to the subject ―The toy‖. 

 Sometimes a complement functions for both the subject and the  object and creates 

ambiguity .For example, 

         He left her sad. 

Here the complement sad is meant for both ―He‘‘ and ―her‖ and, so, there are two 

meanings .The first is that ―he was sad because he had yo leave her and second that 

his leaving made her sad. 

 v.3.5 The Adjunct  

 An adjunct is not an integral component of a sentence. It is something extra to add 

meaning. An adjunct is usually an adverb or preposition phrase .Look at the following 

sentences: 

                     i   He was moving extremely slowly. 

                     ii We arise early in the morning ,generally. 

iii  He did it effortlessly. 

iv  The stars  shine brightly in a moonless night. 

v He arrived rather late . 

vi There are six chairs in the room. 

The underlined phrases are  adjuncts. Mark that there is only one adjunct in the first 

sentence, but the second sentence consists of three adjuncts .The third,   the fifth and sixth 
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sentences contain one adjunct each but the fourth  has two adjuncts  You may find that 

each sentence contains only one main verb. 

The deletion of the adjunct will not make a sentence meaningless. In fact it adds additional 

meaning to the sentence. Let us take a few sentences. 

1. He rises early in the morning. 

2. They made him angry yesterday. 

3. She could not control her laughter even in the presence of her teacher. 

4. The child looked pretty in its new dress. 

5. The finance ministers speech fell flat in the parliament on the first day of the budget 

session. 

There is no need to explain that the adjuncts in the given sentences can be safely deleted. 

V. 4.0. The Structure of sentences. 

  There are three kinds of sentences: simple, complex and compound. You read 

earlier that words are divided into simple, complex and compound groups and that a simple 

word consists of a free morpheme only, a complex word a free morpheme  and one or more 

than one bound morphemes, and a compound word two free morphemes and one or more 

bound morphemes. 

 Likewise, a simple sentence consists of one main verb, a complex sentence two main 

verbs but  the second sentence cannot stand on its own and like a bound morpheme must be 

attached to an independent sentence. A compound sentence consists of two independent 

sentences and may have one or more dependent sentences. The following examples will 

make the concept clear. 

(a) Simple sentence 

1. I go to office daily. 
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2. We went to the lake yesterday. 

3. They are silent on this matter. 

You find that each sentence contains only one main verb. 

(b) Complex Sentence  

i. I met him when he was going to Varanasi. 

ii. He knows that you passed the examination 

iii. This is the book which I bought for you. 

You can easily locate the two main verbs in each sentence. You will find that the second 

sentence is joined by a connective and depends on the first sentence for its existence. You 

may remember that a clause becomes a sentence if it stands by itself. In a complex 

sentence the clause that stands by itself is called Principal clause and the clause that 

depends on it is called Dependent or Subordinate Clause. Since the term Subordinate 

Clause is more popular, we shall use this tem throughout. A complex sentence consists of 

one Principal clause and one or more subordinate clauses. Read the following sentences 

carefully. 

i. I know  that he is trustworthy. 

ii. Though Sultana Daku passed away long go,  he is still alive in folklore. 

iii. Whatever challenges we face, it is our self-confidence that gives us strength to move 

forward. 

iv. Players need be wary because certain finances have been disbursed to them in a 

manner that allows them to evade income tax. 
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After a careful reading you will find that the first two sentences constitute one principal 

clause and one subordinate clause and the last two sentences one principal clause and two 

subordinate clauses. 

(c) Compound Sentence. 

      Read the following sentences: 

i. He walked about five kilometers and, then, decided to rest for sometime. 

ii. The finance minister explained the features of the budget quite clearly but the 

members of the opposition parties said that he was vague and confused. 

iii. When half the children were dressed again, some smartly-dressed peasant woman 

who had been gathering herbs came up and halted shyly by the bathing house. 

If we break the sentences into clauses, we find the following structures. 

i (a) He walked about five kilometers 

  (b) and, then, [he] decided to rest for sometime. 

 

ii(a) The finance minister explained the features of the budget clearly 

  (b) but the members of the opposition parties said 

  (c) that he was vague and confused 

 

iii (a) When half the children were dressed again 

     (b) some smartly-dressed peasant woman came up 
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     (c) who had been gathering herbs 

     (d) and [she] halted shyly by the bathing-house. 

Mark that the first sentence consists of two independent clauses. Since the subject is the 

same, it is not repeated in the second clause for economy. The second independent clause 

is called Coordinate Clause, The second sentence consists of three clauses. The first two 

are principal and co-ordinate clauses and the third is a subordinate clause. The third 

sentence is a bit complicated. The first clause is a subordinate clause, the second the 

principal clause, the third, again, a subordinate clause and the fourth the co-ordinate clause. 

V. 4.1 Kinds of the Subordinate clause 

  There are three kinds of the subordinate clause: relative clause, complement clause 

and adverb clause. Read the following sentences. 

i. It is Kamalesh who can help you. 

ii. This is the book which I wanted to read. 

iii. That India is a developing economy is known to all 

iv. He said that he was not well. 

v. I do not know how I can solve this problem. 

vi. I will be thankful to you if you would help me. 

 

The subordinate clause ―who can help you‖ is joined to the principal clause by the relative 

pronouns who and which; the relative pronoun in sentence ii connects the principal clause 

―This is the book‖ to its subordinate clause, ―which I wanted to read‖. Because the 

subordinate clauses in both the sentences are related to their principal clauses, they are 
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relative clauses. The subordinate clauses in sentences iii and iv are complementary to the 

principal clauses and, so, are complement clauses. 

 I know what you are going to do. 

The subordinate clause ―What you are going to do‖ has the complementary function. So, it 

is a complement clause. 

In sentences v and vi, the subordinate clauses function as adverbs, naturally, they are 

adverb clauses. In the traditional grammar there are three kinds of clauses: noun clause, 

adjective clause and adverb clause. Adverb clause corresponds exactly with the adverb 

clause of modern grammar, but the other two do not. 

As all modern grammar books use the terms relative, complementary and adverb clauses, 

you should use these new terms. 

V. 5.0     T.G. (Transformational Generative) Grammar. 

     Noam Chomsky, propounder of T.G. grammar, exposed the weakness in structural 

grammar, especially C.C.Fries‘s The Structure of English. The structuralists excluded, 

meaning from the area of grammar by saying that meaning followed structure. If ambiguity 

arose the reason was the inadequacy of structural signals. For example, the sentence.  

―Ship sails today‖ is ambiguous for the lack of adequate structural signals. It can be 

disambiguated thus  

i. Ship the sails today 

ii. The ship sails today  

If we apply the functional labels, the structure of the first sentence is V+O+A and for the 

second S+V+A. Chomsky says that there are adequate structure signals in sentence which 

have the same construction. His famous example is: 
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  John is eager to please 

  John is easy to please 

John is not the logical subject in the second sentence. Secondly, the subject of an 

imperative sentence is always the ―understood‖ you and the object is the second person 

reflexive pronoun yourself. 

i. Go there. ii. Read this book, iii. Bring we a glass of water. iv. Behave yourself.   

v. Do it yourself. vi. Help yourself. 

That meaning and structure exist together in the mind of the speaker and they find 

expression in language through a set of transformational rules is the basic concept of 

Chomsky‘s T.G. grammar. According to Chomsky, and now it is universally accepted, 

there are two structures: deep structure and surface structure. Form and meaning exist 

together at the deep level and the speaker uses transformational rules to produce an 

acceptable sentence. If a sentence is ambiguous, the reason for it being so is that there are 

two structures at the deep level. Let us take the sentence ―flying planes can be 

dangerous‖.This sentence has two meanings .  

i. Someone is flying planes; it can be dangerous.  

ii. Planes are flying; they can be dangerous.  

So there are two structures at the deep level and the transformational rules unite them into 

one structure at the surface level. 

Chomsky says that a native speaker has inbuilt grammar and with the help of the innate 

grammar he/she is able to understand and produce all and the only sentences of his/her 

language. The following are the features of the native speaker‘s innate knowledge of 

language, (You have already read the native speaker‘s innate ability in Semantic 

Knowledge in Unit IV). 
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(a) A native speaker is able to make distinction between a grammatical sentence and an 

ungrammatical sentence.  

The cat is black. 

The is cat black. 

 The second sentence is unacceptable as the article ―the‖ is not followed by a noun. 

(b) A native speaker is able to make distinction between a meaningful sentence and a 

meaningless sentence.  

The happy old man sleeps peacefully. 

Colourless green ideas sleep furiously.  

The second sentence is meaningless as ideas cannot be green and colourless at the same 

time and they cannot sleep furiously. 

(c) A native speaker is able to perceive an ambiguity.  

He left her sad.  

First Meaning:   He left her and he was sad for it . 

Second Meaning:  He left her and this made her sad . 

(d) A native speaker perceives paraphrase relationship  

  I do not like his behaviour, 

 His behaviour is not liked by me.  

(e) A native speaker is able to perceive the difference between apparently similar 

sentences (constructional homonymy). 

      He promised me to pay. (He promised that he would pay me) 

      He wanted me to pay. (He wanted. I should pay) 
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T.G. grammar characterizes both the deep and surface structures. There are two kinds of 

rules for the analysis of the structures of sentences: (i) Phrase Structure Rules and (ii) 

Transformational Rules, 

 We applied Phrase Structure Rules in this Unit when we drew tree diagrams for NP, 

VP, PP, Adj Phrase and Adverb Phrase by applying P.S. Rules.  

You must know that T.G. grammar considers the Kernel sentence as the root from 

which other kinds of sentences are made by applying T. rules. A Kernel sentence is  

i. Simple (it means the sentence has only one verb and us objective )  

ii. Affirmative  

iii. Declarative 

iv. Active  

Chomsky followed Panini, According to Panini all words are derived from root verbs 

(dhatu ). By the addition of affixes different forms are arrived. Chomsky says that the verb 

is the nucleus of a sentence. One verb means one sentence. In the traditional grammar the 

sentence, ―I am glad to see you‖ is a simple sentence but T.G. grammar says that it is made 

of two sentences: ―I see you, I am glad,‖ Similarly an adjective makes a sentence. ―We saw 

a white tiger ―is made of two sentences: We saw a tiger.  The tiger was white. Now we 

shall see how T-rules operate. Let us take the Sentence      

I saw a tiger        S 

We shall apply P.S. rules first:   NP    VP 

       N   VG  NP 

         tense  V    det N 

        I  past         see      a       tiger  
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Deep structure:    I – past – see - a – tiger 

Affix Movement: I – see – past – a – tiger 

    saw 

 

1. The Rule of Affix Movement 

The first rule is Affix Movement. It means that the affix (tense, progressive or perfective) 

hops over the nearest word and attaches itself with it. You have just seen how the sentence 

―I saw a tiger‖ has been arrived at by the application of transformational rule, the affix 

movement. 

Deep structure:    I past- see- a- tiger 

Affix Movement→  I - see-past- a- tiger 

2. The rule of negation. It states that the negation word ―not‖ is attached to the 

auxiliary/model in the sentence and if there is no auxiliary, the do-support rule is applied to 

support the negative 

Sentence:     He is not reading the book. 

  From: He is reading the book (kernel sentence) 

    S 

 NP      VP 

 N   VG      NP 

       tense       aux         V       det         N 

    prog     art 

          He     pres        be-ing     read       the        book 
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Deep structure:   He – pres – be – ing – read – the – book  

Negation →       He – pres – be – not – ing – read – the – book 

Affix Movement → He – be – pres – not – read-ing – the – book 

                                                is   reading 

Surface structure:  He – is – not – reading – the – book. 

3. Do support rule is applied when there is no modal/auxiliary in a negative and 

interrogative  sentence. 

(a) Negative Sentence:  I did not see a tiger 

  From:        I saw a tiger   (the kernel sentence) 

    S 

 NP      VP 

       VG         NP 

 N  tense       V   det   N 

                 art 

  I  past      see                       a          tiger   

 

Deep structure:       I – past – see – a – tiger 

Negation →             I – past – not – see – a – tiger  

Do support →         I – past – do – not – see -  a – tiger  

Affix Movement→   I – do – past – not – see – a – tiger  
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Surface Structure:   I – did – not – see – a – tiger 

(b) Interrogative sentence 

     An interrogative sentence may or may not a have a auxiliary. When there is an auxiliary 

already existing in the sentence, the rule of interrogation is applied in which the auxiliary is 

shifted and placed at the beginning of the sentence. 

Sentence  Has it been raining for an hour? 

From:           It has been raining for an hour.   (kernel sentence) 

 

Deep structure:  It – pres – have – en- be – ing – rain – for – an – hour 

Interrogation        pres – have – it – en – be – ing – rain – for – an – hour 

Affix Movement       Have – pres – it – be-en – rain - ing - for– an – hour 

             Has                  been        raining 

Surface structure     Has it been raining for an hour? 

(C) When there is no auxiliary the do-support rule is applied : 

 Did the workmen complete the job? 

From:    The workmen completed the job  (kernel sentence) 
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                           S 

       NP                                   VP 

 

det           N                     VG                                  NP 

art                         tense               V              det                       N 

                                                                     art 

The       workmen   past           complete     the job 

   

Deep Structure  The – workmen – past – complete – the – job 

Interrogation   Past – the – workmen – complete – the – job  

Do support             Past – do – the – workmen – complete – the – job  

Affix Movement            Do – past – the – workmen – complete – the – job  

                 Did  

Surface structure:           Did – the – workmen – complete – the – job? 

4. Wh - substitution  and Wh-fronting rules are applied when an interrogative sentence   

begins with a wh-word. 

  Who saw the Yeti? 

From   Someone saw the Yeti.  (kernel sentence) 
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   S 

 NP    VP 

  N  VG    NP  

    tense  V  det  N 

      art 

Someone    past  see  the  yeti 

    

 Deep structure :     Someone – past – see – the – yeti  

Wh-substitution     who – past – see – the – yeti 

Interrogation            Past – who – see – the – yeti  

Wh-fronting         Who – past – see – the – yeti  

Affix movement              Who – see – past – the – yeti 

Surface structure:             Who – saw – the – yeti? 

Sentence:         Why did the postman not come today? 

From :        The postman came today for some reason 
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    S 

NP      VP 

det  N   VG             AP        PP 

       tense  V                 adverb  

The       postman      past                  come  today  for- some- reason 

 

 

 Deep structure :     The – postman – past – come – today – for – some – reason  

Wh-substitution              The – postman – past – come – today – why  

Interrogation   Past – the- postman – come – today – why 

Wh-fronting   Why – past – the – postman – come – today 

Do support           Why – past – do – the – postman – come – today 

Negation           Why – past – do – the – postman – not – come – today 

Affix Movment            Why – do – past – the – postman – not – come – today  

           did 

Surface structure :            Why did – the – postman – not – come – today  

It the sentence contains the negative contraction form ―didn‘t‖, we add the negative 

contraction  rule. 
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4. Passivization 

    This rule contains four sub-rules, the first three compulsory and the last, agent 

deletion rule, is applied when the doer is not known or is uncertain. They are NP 

switch, be-en  insertion, by insertion and  agent deletion rules. Let us take a sentence 

  He was declared victorious  

From :   They declared him victorious. 

    S 

 NP      VP 

            VG            NP  Adj Phr 

 N      tense     V           N      adj 

         They      past  declare        him  victorious 

 

Deep structure:          They – past – declare – him – victorious 

NP Switch            He – past – declare – they – victorious 

Be-en insertion          He – past – be – en – declare – they – victorious 

By insertion          He – past – be- en – declare – by – them – victorious 

Agent deletion         He – past – be- en – declare – victorious 

Affix movement            He – be-past – declare – en – victorious 

             was       declared 

 

Surface structure:          He – was – declared – victorious. 
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 The more complex T-rules are not included in your course as they are time taking 

and difficult also. 

 T.G. linguistics has made a revolution in General Linguistics.  

V.6.0  Questions/Exercises 

1. Explain the terms form, function and meaning. 

2. What is the difference between formal classification and functional classification?  

3. Enumerate the labels used in both kinds of classification. 

4. Describe the elements of a noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, verb group, 

adverb phrase and preposition phrase. 

5. Analyse the structure of the following phrases by drawing tree diagrams. 

(a)  A gentle shower in April morning. 

(b)  Those small toys in the showcase of the shop 

(c)  A large black bull in the paddy field of Shyam. 

 

6. Draw tree diagrams to show the structure of the following sentences. 

(a) The old man was walking very slowly. 

(b)  The repentant boy was really sorry. 

(c)  It has been raining since morning. 

(d)  The train may have been cancelled. 

 

7. Make the functional classification of the following sentences. 

(a)  He was found in the room. 

(b)  He looks pale. 

(c)  The youngman walked very fast. 

(d)  The finance minister presented the budget. 
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(e)  His words made her angry. 

 

8. Explain in brief the salient features of T.G. grammar. 

9. Draw tree diagrams and apply transformational rules to the following sentences. 

(a)  He was caught by the police. 

(b)  He is sleeping in his room. 

(c)  Why did he not attend the meeting? 

(d)  Manish might be playing tennis. 

(e)  Have you seen the wind? 

10.   Analyse the structure of the following words. 

Constitutional, praiseworthy, computer-operators, editor-in-chief nationalization, 

sustainable, truthfulness, trials, unanswerable, utterances. 

11.  Disambiguate the following sentence by labelling the words  according to their 

function. 

(a)  We decided on the  boat. 

(b)  They called her a taxi. 
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